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Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
Congratulations to South Fulton for
erecting new and easy-to-read street signs
throughout the community! The signs not
only include block numbers fdr easier loca-
tion of addresses, they also provide names
for streets that we didn't even know had
names.
Within recent weeks, or maybe even
longer than we knew about it, a movement
has sprung up to tie South Fulton and Union
City together with local telephone service.
Why not? South Fulton has need for
constant communication with Union City,
the county seat of its county; from time im-
memorial it has been a long-distance toll
charge invoved in making the call. Today's
changing communications networks are
placing whole counties on a "local call"
basis, such as we have in practically all of
Fulton County. We are all served by the
same Company, and Fulton County and
parts of adjacent counties are served by the
same exchange.
I talked to Ron Laird at the South Cen-
tral Bell office this week, and he said that
even though South Fulton is not served by
the Union City exchange, he saw no great
obstacle involved in arranging the service
between Union City and South Fulton, me-
chanically.
Apparently the main obstacle to the
move is in getting the Tennessee Public
Service Commission to okay the move, and
I guess that is what all the hoopla is about
from the Tennessee candidates in this
week's races.
The proposition poses some more inter-
esting telephone aspects for this State-Line-
located community. Fulton, Kentucky and
South Fulton Tennessee are on the same lo-
cal exchange, located in Fulton, Kentucky.
Itthe new deal goes through, South Fulton
telephones will be able to place toll-free calls
either to Fulton or Union City. Yet Fulton
telephones will be able to make toll-free
calls to South Fulton, but NOT to Union
City. This despite the fact that all lines come
into the same automatic local exchange, and
who's to know the difference.
Laird explained that's all done by
electronics and special equipment, which
can tell where the call is coming from,
where it is going to, and whether or not a
toll charge is supposed to be added, and if so,
is.
You can't fool this equipment, either. It
charges you 90c for a 3-minute daytime call
to Louisville if you make the call in Fulton,
and only 80c for the same call if you make it
in South Fulton. It charges you 89c for a 3-
minute daytime call to Nashville from South
Fulton, but only 60c if you make the same
call from Fulton. (All charges are plus tax).
The differences are due to the fact that "in-
terstate" and "intra-state" rates are differ-
ent; 'intra-state" rates (for calls within the
State) are higher.
So while Fultonians can walk across the
street to South Fulton and saVe 10c on a call
Louisville, likewise South Fultonians can
walk across the street and save 12c on a
package of cigarettes. A South Fulton super-
market sells a carton of Camel filters for
$3.80, while in Fulton you can buy the same
for $2.62.
Such are a few of the unusual aspects of
life on a State Line, which involve every as-
pect of living here . . . and which cause such
remarkable official addresses as "The City of
South Fulton, Fulton, Kentucky." South
Fulton is neither -in Fulton nor in Kentucky,
but it's post office is.
Do You Want To Join The Job
Corps? Apply Now In Mayfield
"What did I drop into when
I dropped out of school and
then found a low paying job
for a few weeks? I found that
I couldn't make it and where
did I turn? Nowhere for the
most part, until I found Job
Corps"
This is a true story told by a
youth ready to graduate from
Job Corps, a voluntary work-
training program where the
enrollees live and work in a
campus type environment.
The State Employment Ser-
vice in Mayfield is comkicting
a recruitment drive for men
and women, 16 through 21
years of age, to join the Job
Corps during the week of Aug-
ust 10 - 14.
(Continued on Page Ste
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Elvis Stahr Will Deliver Principal Address
On Festival's 'International Day' September 11
SOUTH FULTON'S NEW wading pool is located in this shadyi
attractive setting surrounded by giant trees, behind the city hall.
Pool has adult supervision.
ON A SCORCHING HOT DAY like last Tuesday, the wading pool
provided welcome relief for all of the youngsters in the neigh-
borhood, and even offered a congregating point for a number of
the older ones who just wanted to sit around in the shade.
IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN 100 in
youngsters from the neighborhood
ternoon and had a big time.
Hours Given
For Wading
Pool Usage
The South Fulton wading
pool located behind City Hall
will be open Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Friday from
10:00 a. m. until 6:00 p. m.
Children ages six and under
may wade from 10:00 a. no.
until 2:00 p. m. each day.
Children seven through twelve
may wade from 2:00 p. m.
until 6:00 p. m.
The pool will be open on
Saturday and Sunday after-
noons from 1:00 p. m. until
5:00 p. no. for all children
twelve and under. No street
clothes will be allowed in the
pool and children must present
their South Fulton summer
recreation card to the super-
visor before entering the pool.
the shade, but this group of
splashed and played all if-
Trailer Home Al
Cayce Destroyed
A trailer home located be-
tween Four Points and Cayce,
owned by Mrs. Robert Suder-
myer, was destroyed by a fire
of unknown origin last Monday
night.
The Fulton fire department
answered a call to the trailer,
but by the time they arrived the
fire was out of control, accord-
ing to Fire Chief Billy Mea-
cham. Trailer and contents
were a total loss.
INTERESTED?
The Job Corps is interested
in helping any student who has
dropped out of school and is
looking for work; if you are in
this predicament contact the
Employment Office in May-
field, Kentucky ,they want to
help.
TWO SECTIONS
14 PAGES
10c
Number 32
A nationally famous Kentuckian, and a na-
tive of Fulton County, will deliver the principal
address on International Day at the Eighth An-
nual Banana Festival on September 11.
Dr. Elvis Jacob Stahr, Jr., president of the
National Audubon Society and former secretary
of the Army, former president of the University
of Indiana and a gentleman whose biography
runs almost two pages in Hamilton Tapp's edi-
tion of "Kentucky Lives," confirmed the invita-
tion with W. P. Burnette, president of the Inter-
national Banana Festival on Tuesday,
Dr. Stahr, son of the late
Judge Elvis Stahr and Mrs.
Mary Stahr of Hickman, will
arrive in Fulton on Thursday
night. He will leave Fulton on
Friday night and be flown by
charter flight to Nashville
where he will depart for Day-
ton, Ohio and another speaking
engagement. His address will
be on Friday at 2 p. m. with a
reception at the Fulton County
Harrison
Named RECC
President
Elvis J. Stahr
Princess Pageant Is 'Shaping Up';
Set For Saturday September 12
• The Eighth Annual Banana Princess Page-
ant is well under way toward being the biggest
Approximately too mem- and best yet according to Hal Warren, Presidenthers, guests, and friends of the 
members of the Hickman-Ful- of t the Rotary Club, which stages that gala climax
ton Counties RECC attended to the Banana Festival activities.
the Co-op's annual meeting Joyce Summey of Charlotte, North Carolina,held last Wednesday in Hick- who has charge of a number of big name beautyman.
At a special meeting held Pageants across the country will direct the stage
immediately after the Annual production. Miss Summey directed the Princess
Meeting, the following officers Pageant last year and the results were one of thefor the ensuing year at Hick- 
man-Fulton Counties RECC mostprofessionally presented programs ever to
were announced as: w. it appear in this area.
Harrison, Route 4, Hickman,
representing District No. 4, Linda Arrington of Fulton
president; Travis Nipp. Route will coordinate the pageant 10-
3 Hickman, representing His- cally. This will consist largely
trict No. 5, vice-president; G. of obtaining and selecting the
H. Terry, Route 2, Arlington, girls who will participate in the
7er,resenting Distrkt No. 1, pageant. Linda has gained ex-
Secretary-treasurer; Mrs. Bob- Perini" in this field through
bye J. Pickett, Route 1, Hick- attendance to many beauty
man, assistant secretary-trea- Pageants including the recent
surer; John F. West, manager; Miss Universe contest in Mi
and Joe Campbell, Route 4, ami, Florida.
Fulton, representing District Dave Overton, a very popu-
No. 3 and Larry Binford Route lar and highly regarded Mas-
1, Water Valley of District ter of Ceremonies, will per-
No. 2, are the two newly elect- form that function. Mr. Over-
ed directors. ' ton has appeared in past prin-
Winners of several prizes giv- cess pageants and always does
en by the Co-op in a drawing an outstanding job.
• were: Lonnie Weatherford, It is planned for one or more
past banana princesses to help
judge the event.
The pageant will take place
on the night of September 12.
1970, and will not conflict with
anyother major festival ac-
tivity.
It is anticipated that several
big name entertainers in town
for the festival will make their
appearance at the pageant.
The prizes which will be
awarded include scholarships,
a trip to South America, par-
ticipation in an exchange pro-
gram with beauty pageants in
other party of the country,
charm courses, jewelry and
cash. Also, of course, there is
the honor of being princess of
the Eighth International Ba-
nana Festival and being the of-
ficial representative of the fes-
tival for one year.
Clinton; J. B. Kearby, Ful-
ton; Ellen Clark, H i c k-
man; David Black, Hick-
man; Mrs. Willie Thomas,
Hickman; W. B. Sowell, Hick-
man; and Mrs. J. A. Taylor,
Jr. of Fulton.
Also, Dorothy Rodgers. Win-
go; James Teague, Hickman;
Carol Lattus Hickman; Wil-
son Workman, Clinton; Alferd
B. Grubbs, Clinton, Mrs. W. B.
Fuller, Hickman; Mrs. B. F.
Bodkin, Arlington; Allen Kyle,
Crutchfield; and David L.
Poyner of Clinton.
Along with the meetings and
elections of officers, the attend-
ants to the annual meeting were
entertained by country and
western stars, a beauty con-
test, and acrobatic troupes.
This year's events surrounding
the meeting were considered
by many to be the best every
presented.
DOIN' TO SCHOOL
Miss Karen Rice, daughter
of Mrs. Barbara Rice, is leav-
ing Fulton on August 26 for
Richmond, Ky., where she will
attend school at Eastern Uni-
versity.
Application forms are now
available and are being mailed
to all girls indicating an inter-
est in participating, The ap-
plications can be picked up at
Banana Festival headquarters
or by writing to Linda Arring-
ton Chairman of Contestant
Selection Committee, Banana
Festival Headquarters, Fulton,
Kentucky.
FROM AS FAR AWAY AS HONOLULU, PUERTO RICO - - -
Entrants must be between
the ages of 17 to 23 years of
age inclusive, single, and never
divorced or had a marriage
annulled.
— —
Rev. J. R. Britt
Will Lead Cayce
Church Revival
Rev. John R. Brilt
Rev. John R. Britt, Pastor of
the Cayce Methodist Church,
announces that a revival will
be held at the Church begin-
ning Sunday August 9.
Services will be at 7:45 p. m.
each evening from Sunday
through the following Friday,
and the pastor will be the
speaker. There will be special
singing and music each eve-
ning.
BE A 4-HER
Boys and girls between 9 and
19 years of age can join a 4-H
Club or sign up for short-term
projects.
Ifs 'Old Home Week' As Five Classes Hold Reunions
It was "Old home week" around the Twin
Cities last weekend as five high school classes got
together for reunions.
The South Fulton high school classes of '27
and '28, 33-strong, met at the Park Terrace last
Saturday night for a gala dinner, and the Fulton
High School classes of '59, '60 and '61 staged a 2-
day reunion which included a banquet, family
picnic and dance last Friday and Saturday. Some
86 returned for this gathering.
Members of the 1927 and 1928
South Fulton classes present
for the reunion included the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. James Palmer
(Katherine Gibbs), Mr. and
Mrs. John Flake (Ave Love
Weaver) of Jackson, Mr. and
Mrs. William Byrd (Nettle
Coleman) Memphis; Mr. and
Mrs Bill Wood (Sarah Mae
Sprague), Festus, Mo., Mr.
and Mrs. Malcolm Latta of
Nashville Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Gibbs, (Mary Lou Pickle), Mr.
and Mrs. Chap Taylor (Eunice
Rogers) and William Smith.
Three members of this class
are deceased, Bill Houston,
Jonelle Rogers and Charlene
Wills, Mrs. John Peterson
(Lola Valentine) had an acci-
dent a few weeks before the
reunion and was unable to at-
tend.
Members of the 1928 Class
attending were: Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Bowlin (Rudell Mans-
field), Clinton, Seldon Peeples,
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Davis, Ful-
ton, Mrs. Carter Olive, Mr.
and Mrs. John Powell Emerson
(Lily B. Allen) Pilot Oak, Mrs.
Oster Morris (Virgie Patter-
son), Paducah: Mr. and Mrs.
R. Q. Moss, Owen Jonakin Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Speight and
Mrs. William Smith (Bernice
Ferrell).
Members of the 1959-60-61
Fulton High School classes met
at a banquet last Friday night
at the Holiday Inn, with some
150, including wives, husbands
and faculty members, attend-
ing. On Saturday afternoon the
group again assembled for a
family picnic at the city park,
and Saturday night the reunion
concluded with a dance at the
Fulton Country Club.
Members of the three classes
attending included the follow-
ing:
Richard Britton. Major and
Mrs. Robert Lindsey (Mary
Ann Bennett), Fort Meade,
Md.; Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Duke, Miss Sue Duke, Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Carter; Mrs. Mar-
garet Ward, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Harper Memphis, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Bell (Patsy
Brown); Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
McKnight, Hickman; Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Sanders, San Juan,
(Continued on Page Six)
Club later, in his honor.
This native Fulton Countian
is eminently and illustriously
qualified to speak on the Fes-
tival's "Project-Unite Us " a
program of friendship through
understanding. Ile has served
as special assistant to the Sec.
rotary of the Army under the
Truman - Administration and
then became Secretary of the
Army when his close friend
John F. Kennedy assumed the
Presidency. Ile 0,so served in
the Eisenhover Administration
as Consultant for Reserve
Forces to the Assistant Secre-
tary of the Army.
Dr. Stahr has served on al-
most every prestigious Com-
mission organized in Kentucky
and America and has served
as Dean of the Law School of
the University of Kentucky.
In 1948 he was selected by
t he United States Chamber of
Commerce as one of the Ten
Outstanding Young Men in
America,
"We have long hoped that
Dr. Stahr could he at to
us as The International Day
speaker." [lunette said in
making the announcement to
the news media on Wednesday.
"Our dreams have tome true
today," he added.
Post Office
Starts Its Own
'Clean Up Week
Postmaster Joe Treas today
anounced "CLEAN-UP WEEK"
for the Fulton Post Office as
part of a nation-wide po,tal ac-
tivity announced in Washing'•
ton by Postmaster General
Winton M. Blaunt.
The Postmaster General an-
nounced the program Sunday
"to establish post officer; as a
symbol of good housekeeping
and as a credit to every com-
munity in the Nation."
Locally. Postmaster Tress
said "CLEAN-UP WEEK" will
focus on such matters as dis-
posing of all trash and accum-
ulated. unserviceable equip-
ment beyond repair, eliminate
fire and safety hazards, dispose
of obsolete forms, files and re-
cords and a concerted effort
will be put forth with reference
to the cleaniness of the inter-
ior portions of the Post Office
Building and all exterior
grounds surrounding it.
"We are all concerned nowa-
days about the quality of the
environment," he said, "and
the Post Office — as a repre-
sentative of the Federal Gov-
ernment — is always pleased
to conduct activities that are
in the best interests of the
communities we serve.
"Our Post Office is one of
the busiest and most visible ac-
tivities in South Fulton and
Fulton and what ever we can
do to improve it is of special
value to our community."
July Demand
Is Highest
In History
Manager Robert Graham of
the Fulton Electric System
stated this week that the July.
1970 electric usage was the
highest in the system's his-
tory recording a 7,500 KW
demand.
In a check of the system's
voltage during a 48-hour period
during July—termed the "most
critical period" of the year,—
Graham noted that voltage
varied only one volt from its
normal output of 125 volts.
The Fulton Electric system
buys its power from TVA, and
has recently completed and
put into use a new substation
in Highlands. Graham credits
the new facility with providing
"ideal" power supply to FES
lines.
REPRESENTATIVES
Randy Jeffress, Ron Laird,
Paul McClay and Tommy
Pruett represented the local
Jaycee chapter here recently
when they attended the Mental
Health and Mental Retardation
Seminar at Dawson Springs.
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Ed Jones Reports From Washington:
"Is Cash Going Out Of Style?"
I have heard it said, half jok-
ingly, that within the next twenty
years there will be no need for
cash in this country. The person
who made this comment was, of
course, referring to the ever-ex-
panding use of credit cards.
Credit is becoming a more
important part of our economy
every day. In fact, a large mail
order department store chain re-
cently announced that it made
more money last year on credit
charges than on the actual sale of
merchandise. In one respect, this
is a startling fact, but when we
realize that this particular chain
charges the equivalent of 20 per-
cent per annum on its credit ac-
counts, it is not so surprising.
It is obvious that Americans
want credit, so much so that they
are willing to pay 20 percent for
it. More and more people are de-
ciding that it is easier to buy now
and pay later, rather than to save
now and buy later.
Deferred payment buying is
considered by some people to be
a major factor in the prosperity
to which our country has become
accustomed. It is also considered
to be one of the factors which
makes inflation so difficult to con-
trol. If a person is allowed to de-
fer paying for a purchase, he is
much more likely to make the
purchase than if cash were re-
quired. Thus, our money is kept
in circulation, a basic requirement
for a healthy economy.
There is little doubt that the
credit card has provided a service
to the national economy as well
as to millions of individual citi-
zens.
However, there is one aspect
of the credit card business which
has come under fire in recent
months, and that is the issue of
unsolicited cards. Many people are
pleased to open their mailboxes
and find credit cards made out in
their names. As a result of the un-
solicited card, these people have
immediate access to credit buying
privileges without having to both-
er making application. But there
are other people who deeply re-
sent receiving a card which they
did not request, a card which
could be used by anyone who hap-
pened to get hold of it.
The Senate recently passed a
bill which would forbid the mail-
ing of all unsolicited credit cards.
But the House is considering a
less drastic proposal. The House
bill would require that all unso-
licited credit cards be sent by reg-
istered mail, with the delivery re-
stricted to the addressee only and
with return requested. It would
also require the envelope which
carries the card to indicate its
2ontents so that the unsolicited
2ard could be refused.
All the fuss about unsolicited
2ards was caused by several re-
3orts of these cards being stolen
7rom the mails. Most people im-
mediately assumed that the per-
;ons whose names appeared on
these cards were held responsible
for the debts which were charged
by the card thieves. However, the
credit card companies maintain
that no person has ever been
charged one penny for purchases
made on a stolen unsolicited card
In view of this fact, the House
version of the bill seems to be
more reasonable. Let's have some
regulation over unsolicited credit
cards, but let's not forbid them un-
less someone is hurt by them.
I admit that our cash is be-
coming worth less and less and
that credit cards are coming into
much wider use. But I doubt that
we are reaching the point where
there is no need for cash. I know
that Mrs. Jones and I certainly
haven't reached that point.
' —Congressman Ed Jones
8th District of Tennessee
The Tobacco Problem: Intensive Cultivation
Increases Crop Despite Acreage Cuts
Following the imposition of a
10 percent reduction in burley
tobacco acreages earlier this year,
many Kentucky burley growers
registered concern about the di-
rection of the burley program
and the stability of its future.
This year's acreage cut is not
the sole source of the concern, but
is a symptom of the basic problem
which has worried burley growers
for many years.
The problem is that the bur-
ley program is not succeeding in
keeping burley supplies in line
with demand for the product. And
if this trend continues, the total
burley program — which gives
farmers price supports in ex-
change for the farmers' accept-
ance of production controls—will
be jeopardized.
Under the present program,
the problem of excessive supply
?an theoretically be solved by
cutting burley acreages—that is,
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by reducing the amount of land on
which burley can be grown.
But what looks good in the-
ory is not working in private. De-
spite 10 different acreage cuts
since 1945 (the 1970 acreage allot-
ment is only 38 percent as large
as the 1945 allotment) production
of burley has increased steadily
through the years.
This has come about primar-
ily because farmers have been
able to get ever-increasing yields
of burley from their acreage. In
1945, for example, an acre of land
produced an average of 1,127
pounds of burley, whereas in 1969
an acre produced 2,457 pounds.
And tobacco specialists say per-
acre yields will continue to climb.
For about 25 years after the
present burley program was
adopted in 1938, supplies of bur-
ley were kept pretty well in line
with demand because demand was
increasing at a rate comparable to
supply.
—Roy Stevens
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation
GETTING CROWDED
Did you know? Enough peo-
ple are born every 39 days to fill
a city the size of New York? In
1968 world population increase
equalled the combined popula-
tions of France and Spain. New
Americans are being born at the
rate of one every 14 seconds—a
slowdown from 1946's one every
12 seconds.
111D0W1'S CDR tiER
CHILDREN, LISTEN!
Let Dogs delight to bark and bite,
For God hath made them so;
Let bears and lions growl and fight,
For 'tis their nature, too.
But children, you should never let
Your angry passions rise;
Your little hands were never made
To tear each other's eyes.
WATTS
Musings From
The Philosopher
WATCH YOUR STEP
Young people have a hard
time of it. Just think of all the
"Don'ts" that they have to
hear and all the unlucky acts
they have to avoid. Humanity
has been around a long time.
And in that time it, or they, or
whatever you want to call the
people of the past, built up a
lot of prohibitions that the
younger ones of us, the late-
comers, just have to know. No
ones youth is ever long enough
to learn all of these sacred
rules; before they can all be
learned, youth is gone and the
FULTON'S
11:i1blr wry COTTErfr
BY LUCY DANIEL
A librarian at Forest Park,
Illinois, declares that her pro-
fession provides a unique op-
portunity for souvenir-collect-
ing. Readers use unbelieveable
objects for book marks, and
frequently forget to remove
them before they turn in the
volumes. Her collection in-
cludes violent love letters, Nail
Files, playing cards, bobby
pins—and most unexpected of
all, a very, very thoroughly
fried egg.
THE STAINLESS STEEL
RAT, by Harry Harrison. I am
Slippery Jim DiGriz. There
aren't many like me in the
Universe. I can change person-
alities in a flash—rob any bank
in any solar system, no matter
if the guards are human or
robot—con a space captain out
of his ship—start a war or stop
one, whichever pays the most.
So, when the cops finally
caught up with me, naturaly
there was only one thing they
could do. THEY MADE ME
A COP.
HOW TO PLAY A BETTER
GAME OF BRIDGE, by Ter-
ence Reese. In this concise,
easy-to-follow book, the point
count bidding has been refined
and simplified play strategy
to the point where the average
or even beginning player can
understand and easily use
techniques of the masters. This
book makes evaluating a hand
and coming up with winning
bids simple and logical. In ad-
dition the author has reduced
the mystique of advanced plays
to basic, second-nature stra-
tegy.
STOCK MARKET PRIMER,
by Rostenberg." Investment,"
states Claude Rosenberg, "is
setting money to work to earn
more money." The "in-the-
know" investor, he adds, is the
man or woman who sets mon-
ey to work to earn more mon-
ey consistently. This book
shows you explicity what to do
and how to do it, if your goal
is to make bigger profits
through your investments—and
with fewer and smaller risks.
THE CALLAHANS' GAM-
BLE, by Francis Ames. Those
irrepressible, irresistable Con-
ways are back in this sequel to
THAT CALLAHAN SPUNK.
The family had survived six
snowbound win t ers and
drought-blighted summers on
the Montana frontier—still an
untamed, hostile land in the
early part of the Twentieth
Century. It's been touch and
go all the way.
COUNTRY EDITOR'S BOY,
by Hal Borland. Here Hal Bor-
land recalls the years from
1915 to 1918, the years follow-
ing his family's move to Flag-
ler, Colorado, when his father
became the owner and editor
of a weekly newspaper. Thus it
was in Flagler that the author
discovered the challenge of
frontier journalism, was initiat-
ed into the mysteries and ad-
venture of searching for In-
dian relics, and joined the
ranks of pioneer movie projec-
tionists in the West.
THE NEW ENGLISH, by
William S. Chisholm. What is
the New English? First, it is
a system that is revolutionizing
the teaching of grammar just
as the New Math did the
teaching of arithmetic. It is an
invigorated curriculum that
looks less to rote learning,
grammar drill, and stiffness of
rhetoric than to basic under-
standing of language form and
use. It encourages children to
ask provocative questions
about literature and composi-
tion, and to discover meaning-
ful answers.
(Continued on Page Four)
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock
SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
In Fulton County
(From The Files Of The Hickman Courier)
AUGUST 2, 1895
Advertisers in this issue include the follow-
ing:
M. B. Shaw, dealer in staple and fancy groc-
eries, hardware, queensware, saddlery, harness,
pays highest prices for beef cattle.
R. B. Breward, keeps a very splendid stock of
all kinds of hardware, tinware, stoves and spec-
ializes in roofing.
Farmers and Merchants National Bank, with
a capital stock of $50,000 lists the following of-
ficers: H. Buchanan, President, J. C. Bondurant,
Vice-President, R. L. Alexander, cashier, and D.
M. Randle, assistant cashier.
The Hickman Wagon Company, established
in 1858, are the manufactors of the celebrated
Hickman Wagon.
The Hickman Bank with a paid up capital of
$40,000 lists the following directors: C. Baltzer,
R. T. Tyler, M. B. Shaw, R. V. Brevard, A. A.
Farris, W. A. Shuck, and J. W. Cowgill.
Charles H. Holcomb is a dealer in drugs,
medicines, paints and dye stuffs.
The Illinois Central Railroad in connection
with the Southern Pacific Company is now run-
ning a weekly buffet sleeper to California via
New Orleans.
A. F.Oliver, blacksmith and undertaker, re-
pairs on wagons, horse shoeing especially. Under-
taker's good include common rosewood, solid
black walnut coffin and cases, which can be fit-
ted at short notice at reasonable prices.
TWENTY YEARS AGO
JULY 28, 1950
On Monday morning, July 31, the Fulton
Moose Lodge will be honored with the visit of
Willis E. Donley, Supreme Governor of the Loyal
Order of Moose and also the Regional Director,
J. Oscar Clem.
George Pillow, an experienceekbaker with
ten years' in the business, has taken over the local
bakery formerly known as Underwood's, and
plans to re-open for business on August 1.
The annual picnic of the Fulton County
Farm Bureau will be held at the Fulton fair-
grounds on Wednesday, August 9th, Roy Bard,
advised the News this week.
Senator Virgil M. Chapman, of Kentucky,has accepted an invitation to deliver the principal
address at the annual Fancy Farm picnic in
Graves County, Kentucky, Wednesday, August 2.
3,200 Fulton Countians turned out to see the
"first" Horse Show ever held in Fulton County.
Members of the Horse Show Committee were:
James Warren, Foad Homra, Raymond Stallins,
H. P. Allen, Raymond Williams, C. H. McDaniel,
Ira Cloys, William Scott, Lawson Roper, Charles
Loney, Jack Carter, Halford Milstead, Guy Fry
and Edward Pugh. The Judge of the show was
Turnley Rudolph of Springfield, Tenn., the
young ladies who presented the trophies and rib-
bons were: Misses Margaret Ferguson, Nancy
Breeden, Bettie Sue Johnson and Gail Logan.
Ringmaster for the show was Brooks Henderson,
Jimmie Richardson and Fred Richardson were
the organist and announcer.
Miss Betty Jo Hudson, daughter of Mr. and
Herbert Hudson whose wedding to Mr. John Joe
Campbell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Presley Campbell
will be brilliantly solemnized this Sunday at the
First Christian Church, will be officiated by Rev.
Perry Stone in an impressive double-ring cere-
mony.
The Kentucky Utilities Company, Lexing-
ton, has been assessed for $54,368,400. The state
and the cities and counties where K. U. has pro-
perty will collect taxes on the assessment this
year.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
AUGUST 1, 1930
Miss Willie Belle Mayes will open her Studio
of Music in Futon in September . . . Dr. and Mrs.
C. W. Curlin and family, formerly of Hickman,
are now at home in Fulton at 414 Eddings Street.
Wake up Fulton citizens! We understand
that engineers have been making a survey rout-ing Highway 51 through the Highlands passing
Fulton up entirely. Fulton worked and sacrificed
to get the Mississippi Valley highway through
the town . . . why leave us out?
Mayfield's new $300,000 Hall Hotel will
open August 7. Governor Flem Sampson, Senator
Alben Barkley, Congressman W. Voris Gregory
and Mayor Vaughan are among the honor guests
invited.
H. H. Mills, principal of the Water Valley
High School for the past six years, has resigned
to enter Columbia University in New York City,
where he will work on his Ph.D degree. He will
be succeeded by M. C. Martin, of Eddyville.
Kentucky is sweltering with record high tem-
peratures this week. Samples: Paducah, 108,
Bowling Green, 108, Owensboro, 105, Hickman,
103, and Fulton, 108.
young person who found it so
hard to keep all the rules is
dictating them to still younger
protesters. A humorist of a half
century ago said that by the
time we get used to being de-
scendants, we wake up some
fine morning to find ourselves
ancestors.
Some of the "Don'ts" un-
doubtedly were designed to
make us more careful in how
we acted. The punishments for
even these acts do not always
seem adapted to the acts them-
selves. Just why eating the
crusts of bread causes your
hair to be curly would strain
the science that I know, no
matter how desirable it would
be to keep from wasting bread
and how equally desirable it
would be to have curly hair.
Don't turn over a chair; but
how does that show that you
have told or will tell a lie?
Carelessness, yes, but hardly
a moral thing, if a mere mortal
were asked to pronounce
judgment on sacred traditional
sayings. I can see that being
able to turn a hoecake is an
accomplishment; for one time
the rule promises a reward:
You are old enough to get mar-
ried. Probably stirring a cake
both ways or quitting your
part of the stirring and letting
someone else finish your job
ought to be punished by hav-
ing the cake fall: and that is
what is prophesied. Considering
that unwanted callers have al-
ways been a problem, clutch
your dishcloth tightly, for if
you drop it, you'll have an un-
wanted caller. To break a mir-
ror, usually thought of as a
very careless act, carries its
own punishment and for a
whole seven years; watch that
mirror when you just must
take it down or move it.
Just why singing or whistling
at the table deserves some sort
of punishment is hard to see;
maybe a mild scolding would
be sufficient. And whistling or
singing after you have gone to
bed shows that you ought to
quiet down and go to sleep.
Why not forego the singing or
whistling then and, the next
morning, "roll out of bed with
a song," in the words of a
fairly recent popular number
on the Hit Parade. Opening an
umbrella inside a house or
carrying something like a hoe
or rake or briar-hook inside
certainly might dislodge some
of the less stable pieces of
furniture or break a lamp
chimney, let us say; therefore
that act is fraught with bad
luck.
Now there are certain things
that nice young ladies or boun-
cy girls whose parents would
like to mould into proper young
ladies just must not do. One of
them is to whistle; you there-
by place yourself in the rather
doubtful category with crow-
ing hens, and that does not
sound nice. Also, if you want
to jump out a window, restrain
yourself. It is a very unlady-
like act, and to undo it would
require a very dangerous anti-
dote to the bad act: jump back
in again, backwards! Away
back in the past. and even
fairly recently, it was and is
very unseemly for a young
lady to cross her legs. Within
fifteen years of this very day
I knew of a lady teacher, a
very proper lady teacher, who
severely scolded a college girl
for thus acting like a hoyden
if not like somebody worse of
the same sex. Sewing on Sun-
day, like getting the ox out of
the ditch then, may be neces-
sary, though in general it is a
very daring thing, vou may
have to remove with your nose
all such stitches in a rather
warm Hereafter. But, if neces-
sity drives you to it, be sure
to sew only such things as do
not require a thimble. That
thimble may be the very thing
that will make some of your
later times uncomfortable and
worse than awkward.
No Special
Session Yet
Governor Nunn plans to wait
until the 1970 census figures
become official before calling
a special session of the Ken-
tucky General Assembly to
deal with legislative reappor-
tionment.
Redistricting will be neces-
sary where population shifts
have occurred. The census
figures are to become official
Dec. 1.
The Legislative Research
Commission has voted to start
a study of redistricting possi-
bilities as soon as accurate
figures become available.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Clapp - Carnahan Wedding
Will Be In Water Valley
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Clapp of
Water Valley are announcing
the engagement and approach-
ing marriage of their daughter,
Karen Sue, to Timothy Paul
Carnahan, son of Reverend and
Mrs. Paul B. Carnahan of
Bloomington, California.
The wedding will be solem-
nized at seven o'clock in the
evening August 12, 1970 at the
Water Valley Pentecostal Tab-
ernacle in Water Valley, Ken-
tucky.
Reverend Wayne Owen, pas-
tor of the Water Valley Pen-
tecostal Church, will officiate
at the double-ring ceremony.
The prospective bride has
chosen for her matron of hon-
or, Mrs. Gerald McKenzie; her
bridesmaids will be Miss Darla
Owen, Miss Carol Owen, and
Miss Deborah Scruggs.
Darrell Lawrence will serve
Mr. Carnahan's best man and
J. C. Guthrie and David Clapp
will be ushers and groomsmen.
The flower girl will be llttle
Miss Janet Guthrie, cousin of
the bride-to-be; and the ring
bearer will be Patrick Clapp,
brother of the prospective
bride. The rice bearers will be
Janice Carnahan, sister of the
groom-to-be, and Timothy
Clapp, brother of the bride-to-
be.
Mrs. Bonnie Gutherie, aunt of
the prospective bride, will pre-
side at the guest register.
The reception will be held in
the annex of the church, and
Mrs. David Clapp, Mrs. Ed-
ward Yates, and Mrs. Joe
Clapp will help with the serv-
ing.
All friends and relatives are
cordially invited to attend both
the wedding and the reception.
Miss Karen Sue Clapp Feted
With Personal Shower Friday
Miss Karen Sue Clapp,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Clapp, of Water Valley, and
bride-elect of Timothy Carna-
han was complimented at a
personal shower on Friday July
31, at the Penecostal Church
annex in Water Valley.
Hostesses for this eventful
occasion were Miss Deborah
Scruggs, Miss Darla Owen and
Miss Carol Owen.
Mrs. Billy Qapp, mother of
the bride-to-be, had charge of
the guest register. Receiving
the guests were Miss Deborah
Scruggs and the guest of hon-
or. Miss Clapp selected from
her trousseau a yellow voile
dress and pinned at her should-
er was a lovely yellow rose gift
coursage.
The annex of the Church was
beautifully decorated with yel-
low and white. The girt table,
covered with a yellow linen
cloth, held a miniature bride.
The refreshment table was
covered with a lace cloth,
White-Bell
Vows To Be
SP id In Martin
Mrs. Rebecca White is
announcing the engagement
and approaching marriage of
her daughter, Betty Louise, to
Johnny Wayne Bell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter .Bell of South
Fulton, Tennessee.
The brtle-to-be is a graduate
of Martin High School and is
presently employed by the Mar-
tin Manufacturing Company.
The groom-to-be attended
South Fulton Mgh School and
is now employed by the City
of Martin.
Wedding vows will be ex-
changed August 21 at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Central Baptist Church in Mar-
tin, Tennessee.
All friends and relatives of
this young couple and their
families are cordially invited
to attend.
which held yellow candles and
a center-piece of yellow roses.
Lemonade, cupcakes and
potato chips were served to the
guests. Games were played
with the winners presenting
their prizes to the honoree.
Those attending and sending
gifts were: Mrs. Edward
Yates, Mrs. Robert Conn, Miss
Teresa Yates, Mrs. Houston
Perry, Miss Kay Ingrum, Miss
Nellene Jackson Miss Lurinda
Pollard, Miss Bonnie Kay
Guthrie, Miss Monica Bradley,
Miss Jo Etta Guthrie, Miss Kay
Barsell, Miss Gail Collett, Mrs.
David Clapp, Miss Katherine
Mansfield, Mrs. Joe Wilds,
Miss Teen Wilds, Mrs. Joe
Clapp, Miss Gloria Choate,
Miss Randa Laird, Miss De-
lilah Howard Miss Rita Car-
ter, Miss Theresa Pittman,
Miss Ave Vaughn, Miss Pam
Pirtle, Mrs. Roy Perry, Mrs.
E. Jackson, Miss Darla Owen,
Miss Carol Owen, Mrs. Joe
Frazier, Mrs. Darrell Lawrence
and Mrs. Billy Clapp.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
The Kentucky Department of
Health has announced that a
limited number of doses of
rubella (an 8 day old fashion-
ed measles vaccine) is avail-
able again at no cost to coun-
ty health departments.
CHOIR HERE
The Youth Choir of Grace
Baptist Church of Nashville,
will present a folk musical,
"Tell It Like It Is," by Ralph
Charmichael at the South Ful-
ton Baptist Church tonight
(Thursday). An invitation is
extended to all ages to attend.
DESERVES HONORS
Miss Teresa Carol Pennigton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Pennington of South
Fulton, has qualified for listing
on the Presidents Honor Roll
for the spring semester at
Oklahoma Baptist University in
Shawnee, Oklahoma; qualifica-
tions for this honor are earning
a grade average of 4.0 or all
A's.
CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN—Mrs. Jewel Hamilton, administrative assistant to Gov.
Louie B. Nunn, has been elected to serve as chairman of the South East Regional
Conference of the White House Conference on Children and Youth. Mrs. Hamilton
recently returned from Washington, D.C., where she served on the conference's
National Coordinating Committee. (Chuck Rippy Photo)
Nancy DeMyer Named As "Miss HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Hickman-Fulton Counties RECC"
Miss Nancy DeMyer, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Scott
DeMyer of Cayce, was selected
"Miss Hickman-Fulton Coun-
ties RECC" in the annual
beauty contest held along with
the annual meeting of the Co-
op last Wednesday.
The 17-year-old green-eyed
brunette is a 1970 honor gradu-
ate of Fulton County High
School and was a featured
twirler in the school's marching
band. Winner over six other
contestants, Miss DeMyer plans
to pursue the field of Home
Economics at Murray State
University.
Five foot three and weighing
103 pounds, Miss DeMyer was
chosen "Miss Fulton County
High School" her senior year.
A majorette in the marching
band for three years she is
the assistant organist at her
church, First Christian Church
in Fulton. Miss DeMyer enjoys
golfing and sewing.
The winner of the local con-
test, Miss DeMyer will repre-
sent the Hickman-Fulton Coun-
ties RECC in the state-wide
contest in Louisville on August
24 through August 26.
Runner up in the contest,
Teresa Lusk, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Lusk
of Route 4, Fulton. She also is
a 1970 graduate of Fulton
County High School and plans
to attend Murray State Univer-
sity to major in Psychology.
Also 17, Miss Lusk is five foot
six and has brown hair and
eyes.
Other candidates in the con-
test were: Terry Adams, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Adams of Cayce; Debbie Rut-
Unger, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Ruttinger of Route
4, Hickman; Gay Via, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Virginia Via of
Fulton, Route 1; and Diane
Jones, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Jones, Route 2
Hickman.
Mickey Rants, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Harris fell
and received injuries prevent-
ing her from entering the con-
test. She was getting dressed
for the beauty contest at the
time of the accident.
Judges were Don Wood,
George Smith, and Hayden
Timmons, from the Kentucky
RECC at Louisville.
A Coke party for the con-
testants and their parents was
held preceeding the pageant.
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
August 7: Chad Argo, De-
borah Beard, Joy Jones, Mrs.
Wilbert Vetter; August 8: Les-
ter Brown, Dee Ann Homra,
Lois Huffine, Carmen Weaks;
August 9: Mrs. Polly Beggs,
Jim Williams Lee Ann
Reams;
August 10: John Henson, Jr.,
DeWitt Matthews, Susan May-
nard; August 11: Bob Binford,
Brenda Barker Shepherd, Lar-
ry Faulkner, David Easter.
wood, Ruth Scott, Ruth Speight,
David Glenn Puckett, Steve
Walker; August 12, Virginia
Overby; August 13: Marie
Bushart.
New Summer Course At MSU Is
Helping Uncertified Teachers
Experienced secondary teach-
ers who are not yet certified
because of failure to meet
state certification requirements
have had new opportunity
opened to them through an in-
novative summer program at
Murray State University. ,
An eight-week course stress-
ing informal seminar situa-
tions was initiated this year
during the regular summer
term of school to allow teach-
ers with a minimum of two
years of experience to com-
plete their requirements for
certification.
Dr. John Taylor, assistant
professor of education who
teaches the course sees it as
"a valuable addition to the
curriculum where experienced
teachers are not just doing the
same old things they do day
in and day out."
Dear Ann Landers: I've read
about the problem time and
time again in your column and
always agreed with your an-
swer—until now. When the
problem is your own it looks
a little different.
Mothers have written to ask
why is it that when their sons
marry they lose them to the
wife's side? Our two sons were
married within the past three
years. One has been complete-
ly weaned away from us and
the other by is headed in that
direction.
My husband and I are heart-
sick. We can not domineering
or overbearing parents. We al-
ways felt we had a good rela-
tionship with our boys but It
appears it wasn't as good as
we thought.
I've heard the old adage, "A
son is a son until he takes a
wife but a daughter is a dau-
ghter all of her life." I didn't
believe it. but Ida now. Do the
girls brainwash their hus-
bands? Whose fault is it? Why
Ana ia0de4L
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
does it always happen, and at
a time in a mother's life when
she is all set to enjoy the fruits
of her labors? Please answer
in print, Ann. This heartbreak-
ing problem is shared by mil-
lions.—No Day Is Mother's Day
For Me
Dear No Day: It doesn't al-
ways happen. Sometimes a
daughter who marries enjoys
being with her in-laws more
than with her own parents.
The decision hinges on two
points: first, the quality of the
girl's relationship with her mo-
ther, because Ills the wife who
lusually arranges the social
calendar; second, the mother-
in-law's ability to let go of her
son after he marries and her
ability to keep her nose out of
his business. An aggressive,
take-over type mom is bad
news to a new wife and she
cannot help but be resentful.
Her natural inclination is to
protect her marriage by Put-
ting as much distance as pow
sible between her husband and
his mother.
Mothers who accuse their
daughters-in-law of alienating
their sons are invariably bark-
ing up the wrong tree. Unless
the climate is right the daugh-
ter-in-law could not pull it off.
The son who spends a great
deal more time with his wife's
parents than with his own,
wants it that way.
Dear Ann Landers: Your re-
ply to "Wilted By Perfection-
ist Mom" was excellent. I,
too, had a "Perfectionist
Mom." She insisted that I
wash the dishes from left to
right, set out all the ingredi-
ents before I started to bake.
I had to tuck the bedsheets un-
der in a certain way so there
wasn't a wrinkle to be found.
If I deviated from Mom's
method she considered it a
threat to her authority. So I
did it HER way and I did it
right. Of course she drove me
nuts, but I was determined not
to let her wear me down, I
vowed to do everything so well
she couldn't find fault with it.
By the time I went away to
school my mother was very
proud of me. And I was proud
of myself. I did some things
even better than she!
Tell the girls with persnick-
ety moms to hang in there,
Ann. Those skills a girl learns
at her mother's knee stay with
her forever.—Tucson
Dear Tucson: In order to
learn at a mother's knee a
daughter need not be under her
mother's thumb. A wise mom
knows how to teach without
giving orders.
Too many couples go from
matrimony to acrimony. Don't
let your marriage flop before
It gets started. Send for Ann
Landers' booklet, "Marriage—
What To Expect" Send your
request to Ann Landers in care
of your newspaper enclosing
50c in coin and a long, stamp-
ed, self-addressed envelope.
Entitled Education 421,
Supervised Student Teaching,
the class meets daily during
the summer for three hours.
There are 12 teachers repre-
senting a broad range of sub-
ject matter—from chemistry
to civics to industrial educa-
tion—enrolled this summer for
the eight semester hours of
credit.
Teachers involved have al-
ready earned a degree and
have been teaching on a pro-
fessional commitment status,
which means they have agreed
to go back to school within a
certain number of years to
finish their teaching certifica-
tion requirements.
MSU At All-
Time High In
Enrollment
Summer enrollment at Mur-
ray State University is expect-
ed to reach a new all-time
high for the eight-week session
when students register for sev-
eral workshops to be held on
the campus before the term
ends Aug. 7.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admis-
sions and registrar, said a total
of 3,202 students are now tak-
ing work for the summer at
the university—seven less than
the record high total summer
enrollment of 3,209 last year.
However, he added that sev-
eral workshops scheduled for
later in the term will push en-
rollment past the high mark
of 1969.
A breakdown of enrollment
to date shows 583 freshmen,
382 sophomores, 601 juniors,
487 seniors, and 1,149 graduate
students. Enrollment in the re-
maining workshops will altar
some of the figures, however.
Gantt noted the number of
graduate students to be about
normal since most are teach-
ers working on master's de-
grees or above. Last summer
there were 1,174 graduate stu-
dents taking work during the
summer maim
Former Fulton
Lady Touring
Europe, Sweden
An exciting, month-long va-
cation in Sweden is being en-
joyed by a former Fultonian,
now living in Louisiana.
Mrs. Harold Frazier, the
former Diane Wright, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wright
of Fulton, left her home in
Bossier City, Louisiana on July
12, accompanying her neigh-
bor Miss Kerstin Sjoberg, on a
month-long vacation in Boras,
Sweden.
The couple flew to New York
and thence to Frankfort. Ger-
many, where they met friends
from Bossier City already on a
tour of Europe. They toured
Germany, Austria, Northern
Italy, Switzerland, Norway and
Denmark before stopping in
Sweden.
In Boras they are visiting
Miss Sjoberg's mother at her
home. Before returning to
Louisiana in latter August, the
couple plan some sight-seeing
in Paris.
Mr. Harold Frazier is the son
of Mrs. Edith Elliott of Fulton,
who makes her home in the
Highlands.
Bingo Legalized:
Rules Enrouie
The State Department of
Revenue is preparing the rules
under which Kentucky's first
legal bingo games will be con-
ducted.
Under the licensing law pass-
ed by the 1970 General As-
sembly, bingo games cannot
begin until regulations are ap-
proved by James E. Luckett,
commissioner of Revenue.
The law provides that the
games must be played for
charitable, non-profit organiza-
tions.
EXTENDED SYMPATHY
Mrs. James Best and her
children are in Fort Worth,
Texas attending the funeral
of her step-father who died sud-
denly Wednesday, July 29, in
his home.
PUT YOUR CLEANING
CHORES ON WHEELS —
Start with a grocery cart. Add
a caster in front, bend handle
for easier pushing. Screw on
wood strips to hold mop, wax
applicator, broom. Muslin
pockets hold cans and bottles.
paper sacks. Scrub pail fits in
cart.
—Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple St., Murray. Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1452.
COFFEE CUP CHATTER
Do you want your chothing to
meet the needs of the freedom
and mobility of today's living?
Choose a knit fabric and you
will be able to make reason-
ably priced fashion garments
that travel anywhere and re-
quire little care. The pattern
companies are now designing
patterns labeled "Knit Fab-
rics" or "Ideal for Knits". Look
for these patterns for easier
construction of your spring
knit garments.
—Catherine C. Thompson,
Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone-
238-2351.
A small portion of the car-
peting that you buy receives
the greatest wear. Carpet
squares are now available on
the market to help equalize the
wear. These squares can be in-
terchanged and rotated much
like tires on a car to equalize
packaging, maintaining qual-
ity, cheek-cashing, grocery
loading into cars, etc. all add
their bit to the food price.
The "added services" cost in
marketing has doubled since
1940. Many consumers are wil-
ling to pay for these extras.
The prediction for the 1970's is
that the services demand will
tend to increase. Rising con-
sumer income increases such
demands three to four times as
fast as the demand for basic
farm foods. As a consequence.
retail food prices move up.
—Irma Hamilton, Courthouse,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066. Telephone
247-2334.
Two words that are often
confused are "Sanforized" and
"Pre-shrunk". Sanfori z-
ed means that it is guaranteed
not to shrink more than 1 per-
cent. Pre-shrunk means that
the wear. Already in use corn- some shrinkage has been re-
mereially these squares are moved hut it does not indi-
now available for home use. eate hol‘° much more it is like-
-Mildred W. Potts, La--Gen--ly to shrink.
ter, Ky. 42056 Phone 665-5671. 
—Maxine Griffin. Federal
Building. Clinton. Ky. 42031
Phone 653-2231.
WHEN BABY FEEDS HIM-
SELF—When a baby begins to
teethe he frequently refuses to
eat solid foods. Often milk
alone doesn't satisfy his hun-
ger for long and being hungry
he becomes irritable. One solu-
tion might be to offer warm,
strained food from a wide-
lipped, unbreakable small
pitcher. Baby will discover
that chewing on the lip of the
pitcher is soothing and at the
Planning to build a house? same time enough food is
When working with a plan, it swallowed to satisfy his stom-
doesn't cost a penny to move ach.
a door with an eraser but can —Irma Hamilton. Court-
cost many dollars after being house. Mayfield, Ky. 42066
built. If you would like assist- Phone 247-2334
ance with your house plans
please call me at Paducah. When you stop your car sud-
442-2718. deity. does your purse slide off
—Juanita Amonett, Court- the seat? If so. slip the handle
house, Paducah. Ky. 42001. of your purse through your car
seat belt before you fasten it.
CONSUMER SERVICES are You and your purse too are
adding to the cost of food prices safe this way.
more than most would think. —Barletta Wrather, Murray,
These services — preparing. Ky. 42071
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• COATS
• SUITS
• DRESSES
• JAMAICAS
• SLIM JIMS
• PEDAL PUSHERS
1
1
•
orr
• SHORTS
• SWIM SUITS
• BLOUSES
No Exchanges ALL SALES
No Refunds FINAL
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DEATHS
Roy E. Wilmath
Funeral services for Roy
Elzie Wilmath were held
Tuesday. August 4, in Chaney
Funeral Home chapel, Hick-
man, with Rev. N. T. Patton, of
Louisville, officiating. Burial
was in the Hickman City Ceme-
tery.
Mr. Wilmath, 60, a retired
Hickman taxi driver died on
Sunday. August 2, in the Obion
County Nursing Home at Union
City, following a long illness.
He was a native of Hickman
County, but had lived in Hick-
man most of his life.
Surviving are his wife Mrs.
Mary Katherine Seay Wilmath
of Hickman: two daughters,
Mrs. Betty Ketchum of Mem-
phis and Mrs. Julia Alice Gal-
limore of Hickman; one step-
daughter, Mrs. Mildred Sue
Wilbert of North Vernon, Ind.;
one brother, Marion Wilmath
of Winter Haven, Fla.; three
sisters, Mrs. Beulah Aldridge
of Hickman, Mrs. Novella
Lindman and Mrs. Flo Iliff of
Detroit. and four grandchil-
dren.
Allen R. Cole
Information has been receiv-
ed here of the death of Allen
R. Cole in St. Petersburg,
Fla.. last Thursday, July 30.
Mr. Cole, a native of Fulton
was the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Cole. He was
a retired government employee
and had made his home in St.
Petersburg for a number of
Ile was a brother of Mrs.
Jimmie Holderman of Mianii
and of Mrs. Paul Holland of
Fulton. who were with him at
the time of his death. Another
sister, Mrs. Fannie May Mad-
dox, preceded him in death.
In addition to his sisters, he
is survived by his wife, of St.
Petersburg, and two stepdau-
ghters.
A memorial service was held
in St. Petersburg and, at the
request of Mr. Cole, his body
will be cremated and the ashes
sent to Fulton, where they will
be scattered over the family
plot in Fairview Cemetery.
REVIVAL
Rev. Joe E. Piercey, pastor
of the Pleasant Valley United
Methodist Church of Union
City, will be the evangelist for
the revival services at the
South Fulton United Methodist
Church. Services will begin
Sunday August 9, at 7:30 p.
in. and continue nightly
through Friday, August 14.
Rev. Bill Smalling, church pas-
tor. has invited the public to
attend.
CONGRATULATIONS
First Lieutenant Billy F.
Bills, son of Thomas H. Bills
and grandson of Mrs. Frances
Bills Branch of South Fulton,
was recently awarded the Air
Force Commendation Medal
at Westover Air Force Base in
Mass.
Mrs. Mary Rolland
Mrs. Mary Holland died early
Monday morning, August 3, is
the Fulton Hospital following
a long illness.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday afternoon, August 4,
in Hornbealc Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. J. A. Tre-
wolla officiating. Burial was in
Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Holland, 87, was born
in Obion County, Tenn., the
daughter of the late Dr. W. W.
Gourley, a well-known Fulton
physician for many years, and
the late Sarah Puckett Gour-
ley. She was married to J. R.
Holland, a prominent farmer of
this community, who preceed-
ed her in death in January
1960.
Mrs. Holland was one of the
oldest members of the First
Christian Church and was a
member of the Sara Dean Sun-
day School Class and of Group
I of the Christian Women's
Fellowship.
Surviving are three sons, Joe
and Robert Holland of Route 3,
Fulton and Harold Holland of
New Orleans; two sisters, Mrs.
Josephine Merryman of Fulton
and Mrs. Louise Miles of Al-
hambra, Calif.: two grandchil-
dren, Captain Mark Holland of
Shreveport, La., and Mrs. Sam
Johnston of New Orleans, and
one great grandchild. Anthony
Johnson of New Orleans,
John Elmo Duke
John Elmo Duke died last
Wednesday. July 29, at his
home in the Fulgham com-
munity, Route 1, Clinton.
Funeral services were held
Saturday, August 1 in Byrns
Funeral Home at Mayfield,
with Rev. Charles McKenzie
and Rev. T. Y. Smithmier of-
ficiating. Burial was in Maple-
wood Cemetery at Mayfield.
Mr. Duke, 63, is survived by
his wife; two daughters, Mrs.
Jean Watkins of Mayfield and
Bonita Cannon of McEwen,
Tenn.; one brother, Noble
Duke. of Mayfield, and five
grandchildren.
Virgil D. Ward
Virgil D. Ward died Monday,
August 3, in the Clinton-Hick-
man Counties Hospital at Clin-
ton.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday. August 4, in Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Home,
Clinton, with Rev. Larry Young
and Rev. Richard Denton of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Clinton Cemetery.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Edna McAlister Ward and one
son, Joe Ward, of Route 3,
Clinton; one daughter Mrs.
Nell Cummings of Memphis,
and four grandchildren,
COME-BAT
Rev. Bill Smalling is today
announcing plans for an ice-
cream supper sponsored by his
church on the church grounds,
Saturday, August 8. Y'all
come.
LIBRARY CORNER—
(Continued From Page Two;
GRAND PRIX OF GER-
MANY, by Jeffrey Ashford. The
German Grand Prix is raced
on the awesome Nurburgring.
The course winds 14.17 miles
through the Eifel forest and is
shaped more like a pig's head
than a ring. Both Nuvolari is
1935 and Moss in 1961 won it
driving outdated cars with
uncanny skill and unbeliev-
able brilliance. This book will
interest all your car racing
Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
fans.
TRAILERING PARKS AND
CAMPING GROUNDS, by
Woodall. Camping fun, in all
the known parks and camp-
grounds with locations and de-
scriptions, including fun facili-
ties—golf, swimming, recrea-
tion programs, boating, fishing,
hunting, nature programs; and
bottle gas, food, supplies and
laundry.
THE AIR AROUND US, by
Tony Chandler. Man looks at
his atmosphere; Rainbows, de-
pressions, tornadoes, smog,
winds—all these are elements
of climate and weather, and
all of them are explained in
this book. It describes every
significant aspect of climate
and weather, showing hole the
various elements are related
to one another, and stressing
their impact on man and his
environment.
Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 68 Years —
* Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853
J. B. MANES SONS
Greenfield, Tem
•
Greenfield
Phone ns42,3
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frields
The Rev. Bobbye Copeland
filled his regular appointment
at New Salem Baptist Church
the past Sunday at 11:00 a. m.
and the evening worship follow-
ing the BTU meeting. The af-
ternoon was devoted to the
regular First Sunday singing
with Kenneth Cherry in charge.
Some fine vocal music was
rendered and many leaders
had a part.
Mrs. Bonnie Payne of May-
field, spent the past week with
her sister Mrs. Burnett Lintz
and Mr. Lintz near here. She
had a nice visit.
Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter
and Mrs. Lassiter, mother, ar-
rived Saturday from Akron,
Ohio on a vacation with par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Las-
siter. They will leave Tuesday
for points in Miss., visiting
with relations in that area.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Brown
and children. Jenny and David
of .Tullahoma, Tenn., left Fri-
day on vacation to Albur-
querque, New Mexico, to visit
their children, Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Brown. Mrs. Brown is
the daughter of Mrs. Aiful Mc-
Clain of Dukedom.
A good many interested,
gathered at the Acree Ceme-
tery the past Saturday and
paid the caretakers, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Mathis who also bid
for upkeep next year. It is be-
ing well kept, and many ex-
pressed their appreciation for
this years work. Lunch was
spread at noon with a business
meeting following.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cook of
Oak Ridge, Tenn., and their
two grandsons, Larry and
David are here on vacation,
and spent Saturday at the an-
nual meet at the Acres Ceme-
tery seeing all their friends of
former years.
Get-well wishes are sent to
Mr. Fred McCoy, Jr., who was
stricken with a heart attack the
past week. He is hospitalized in
Memphis, where he resides
and everyone wishes him a
soon complete recovery. He is
the son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Johnson near here, and
all are 'so much concerned at
this time.
I wish to correct an item of
last week's write-up stating
that Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Glo-
,yer were Sec. and Treasurer
of Morgan Cemetery. It is Mr.
and Mrs. Halton Glover who
serves the committee in
charge. Remember to be on
hand next Saturday, August 8,
for the annual meeting. The
caretaker will be paid, and a
contract made for upkeep next
year.
Mrs. Algie Watts of St. Louis,
Mo., arrived here last Monday,
and is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Dewey Airdey, Mr. Ainley and
other relatives round about
this area.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nix of
Louisville, and Mrs. Nix par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clayton of
Madisonville, spent Sunday
with Mrs. Martha Croft. She
accompanied them to Louis-
ville to spend her vacation this
week.
Mrs. Fay Timmons had ma-
jor surgery in Mayfield, sev-
eral days ago, in the removal
of a kidney. She is now doing
nicely according to the report
received by your writer of
which all friends here will be
glad to hear.
Up at the gathering at the
Aeree Cemetery last Saturday,'
Aug. 1, Mrs. Irene King repre-
sented the late Jim and Laura
Bynum family. It was a good
day for this young matron,
seeing old friends and rela-
tives.
VOLUNTEER 4H LEADERS
About 350,000 parents, teach-
ers, business and professional
people give freely of their time
and know-how to serve as 4-H
volunteer leaders.
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
REV. JIMMY PIERCE
Pastor
LIBERTY BAPTIST CHURCH
The founders of Liberty Baptist Church came from East Ken-
tucky by way of Tennessee, Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, finally by
pulling their boats up Bayou-de-Chine Creek and landing at the
present site of Moscow, Kentucky. It fell the lot of a surveyor
named Tom Brown to survey the land in Liberty community. At
that time this land sold for 50c an acre.
The Liberty Church was organized in 1850 by the families of
Bondurant, Chambers, Shepherd and Connolly.
The first church building at the present site was built of logs
and, on the south side, a log was removed to permit light to come
in. All records of the acitvities in the first church seem to have
been lost It is known that the early church's preaching day was
on the fourth Sunday of each month.
No information is available as to when the first building was
razed and the second one built. The third and present building was
erected in 1898. Since 1939 the building has been greatly improved
and Is modern in every way. In 1939 a basement was dug giving
the Sunday School eight additional rooms; at that time Mri. Mable
Holt gave a furnace, which is still in use; a modern heating sys-
tem was attached to the furnace in 1948; in 1947 a baptistry was
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky. 4724412
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 472-9060
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bode your bank
Hickman, Ky. 236-2655
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store--er at your deer
Fuiton, Ky. 472-3311
(Pictures Courtesy Gardner's Studio)
installed; in 1948 a vestibule and two Sunday School rooms were
added, and in 1940 a balcony was built with tluve Sunday School
rooms and two rest MOMS.
There are presently 238 names on the church roll, 168 of whom
are resident members.
Active deacons are Howard Bondurant, H. W. Polsgrove, Lo-
ren Bizwell, Harold Williamson, Raymond Harrison, Clifton Camp-
bell, Elwood Doss, C. E. Underwood, Ralph Ferrell and Harold
Threlkeld.
Rev. Jimmy Pierce is the pastor.
Schedule of Services:
Sunday:
Sunday School  10:00 a. m.
Worship Service  11:00 a. m.
Training Union  7:000 p. in.
Worship Service  7:45 p. in.
Wednesday:
Prayer Service  7:30 p. m.
11. A.'s  
  During Prayer Service
Sunbeam During Prayer Service
way to thank them is to patronize them.
E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Hickman South Fulton Union City
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 472-1471
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
• good place to work
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-134:
Compliments of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK
Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC69492
Mean, Ky. 653-2371
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it
inkead Strike Ends;
egotiations Are Underway
The International Association
f Machinists and Aerospace
orkers has ended its strike
against Kinkead Industries of
Union City and both the union
and company have agreed to
resume negotiations.
The announcement came
Monday morning from R. E.
Martin, plant manager; Olan
R. Long, representative of the
union's Grand Lodge, and Billy
Wyatt, president of the union's
Reelfoot Local 83.
"Both the company and the
union are aware of the turmoil
and tension in this community
and both desire to restore
calm," said Mr. Long. "It is
for this reason that both par-
ties have agreed to issue this
statement."
Mr. Long said picket lines
were taken down as of 2 p. m.
Sunday after members of the
local lodge agreed, by secret
ballot, "to offer to return to
work."
Mr. Martin said all striking
employes should offer to re-
turn to work by Friday of this
week.
The agreement to terminate
the strike and resume negotia-
tions came Friday afternoon in
Memphis where union and com-
pany representatives met with
Commissioner Fred Beck of
the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service who re-
commended the action.
No work agreement has been
reached and no contract sign-
ed, both parties emphasized.
In essence, the union has sim-
ply agreed to end its strike
while negotiations resume.
The first meeting tentatively
has been set for Aug. 12.
"All issues regarding an
agreement are subject to fu-
ture negotiation. Everything is
subject to negotiation and the
negotiations will be expedited,"
said both parties in a state-
ment. Both expressed the hope
that the forthcoming talks will
result in a quick settlement of
all issues and the signing of a
contract.
The strike began June 8 and
numerous acts of violence, ap-
parently related to the strike,
have been reported over a wide
area of Northwest Tennessee
and Southwest Kentucky.
Combs, Ford
Invited By
Collegians
The Young Democratic Col-
lege Council today announced
plans for a Barbeque Dinner
Saturday, September 26, at the
Convention Center in Hopkins-
ville, and will host all leading
candidates in the Democratic
Primary next May.
Heading the list of candi-
dates will be former Governor
Bert Combs and Lieutenant
Governor Wendell Ford.
The dinner will be a major
ELECTRIC PATIO
GRILL BONUS
$10.00
On Any Electric ratio Grill Purchased And
Installed On The Fulton Electric Co. System.
FRESH
, 
CLEA 
more fun with the
'OUTDOOR
COOKING...
Outdoor cooking is
new electric patio grill.
Now, you can cook to per-
fection with thermostati-
cally controlled, re-
flected heat. And
the electric grill is easy to keep clean and gives that char-
broil flavor, without the mess of charcoal and ashes. The
patio grill comes in table-top models, rollabout models, or
models that can be per-
manently installed. Get
your electric patio grill,
and make outdoor eating
easy. And fun.
the ELECTRIC
PATIO GRILL
ELECTRICITY DOES IT BEST!
This Bonus Ends August 31. Sales Slips Must
Be Presented At Fulton Electric Office To
Collect Bonus Not Later Than Sept. 1, 1970
Fulton Electric System
MAIN STREET PHONE 472-1982
• ROUTE THREE Miller Named Council President;
Aline Williams
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence French, Sunday were
Mrs. Brenda Gaynon, Mr. and
Mrs. Lon Watts, 011ie Young
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee
French of Kairo,
Mrs. Cora Dalton remains
about the same and is still in
the Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. Luther Page is slowly
improving and ig‘ able to be
out some now.
Several ladies met in the
home of Mrs. Buster Webb
Friday night for a paint lesson
given by Mrs. Helen Allen.
Everyone enjoyed the lesson
and visiting together. Refresh-
ments were served after the
lesson.
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Webb
drove down in Alabama and
visited Mrs. Ruby Phillips in
the Greenville Alabama Nurs-
ing Home over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Jones
and Dana of Paducah were
vsliting relatives in Fulton
over the week end and Sonny
was taken ill and is now in the
Hospital in Paducah for a
check-up. Mr. and Mrs. Har-
old Hopkins visited him there
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Howard
and daughter have been for a
visit with Paul's mother in
Mississippi the past few days.
Mrs. Aletia Simpson and son
had dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
N. C. Dalton Saturday.
Mrs. Aline Williams took an
old Chestnut Glade School pic-
ture taken in 1921 up to Mrs.
Mary Emily's house last Wed-
nesday afternoon and we had
several good laughs and en-
joyed looking at the old school
group.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Milam
and family of California are
visiting friends and relatives
here for their vacation.
Mrs. Boone Cannon is home
after spending a few days in
the hospital. We wish for her
a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil-
liams and Mr. and Mrs. Renee
drove to Mt. Moriah for
church services Sunday morn-
ing the Williams' visited with
the Moody's in the afternoon.
Clarence French has a larger
window fan for sale.
We enjoyed a birthday din-
ner with Mrs. Dorothy Hopkins
Tuesday evening.
gathering of the principal can-
didates.
Democrats of all ages from
across the Commonwealth are
expected to attend and guests
will include state and local of-
ficials. The dinner is expected
to attract a large number of
Kentuckians.
Subscribe To The News
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Scouts Review An Active Year
The Four Fivers Council,
Inc. Boy Scouts of America
held its annual council meeting
at the Continental Inn Motel,
Paducah. President William G.
Canfield presided over the
meeting at which there were
representatives from Paducah,
Mayfield Murray, Fulton,
Kirksey, Union City and Obion,
Tennessee and Metropolis, Illi-
nois.
The council elected new of-
ficers for the 1970-71 year with
Mr. Charles F. Miller, Man-
ager of the Paducah district
office of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company, elected as
President. Mr. Patrick Owen-
gros of the Citizens Bank and
Trust Company Mr. Joe A.
Powell of the Old Hickory Clay
Company and Mr. Max Hurt,
Past Executive Director of
Woodmen of the World were
elected Vice-Presidents. Mr.
Joseph Ogle, Safety Director
of the Allied Chemical Corpora-
tion was elected Council Com-
missioner. Mr. Curtis Guffey
of the Citizens Bank and Trust
Company was elected the Coun-
cil Treasurer. The Council
Members at Large, Executive
Board members and officers
will serve in their capacities
until August 31, 1971.
The council received reports
from the operating committees
concerning their activities dur-
ing the calendar year 1969. The
advancement committee re-
ported 479 Cub Scout advance-
ments in rank, 515 Boy Scout
advancements and 1.559 merit
badges earned during 1969. 27
Scouts earned the coveted
Eagle Scout award.
Camping and activities was
highlighted by 41 Scout troops
spending a week at the Ken-
tucky Lake Reservation. Sev-
enteen Scouts and one leader
attended the VII National Jam-
borees in Idaho. The Order of
the Arrow inducted over 100
new members and 452 Scouts
participated in weekend camp-
outs at the reservation. Other
council and district events in-
cluded: Boy Scout Week cele-
brations, local fair participa-
tion, conservation event s,
camporees, a canoe regatta, a
swim meet and first aid meets.
The Finance Committee re-
ported that the greatest im-
provement came in Sustaining
Membership enrollment with
over a $4.000.00 increase com-
pared to 1968.
• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Dukedom Homemakers are
sponsoring a community pot-
luck supper at Good Springs
Church on Tuesday. August 11,
at seven in the evening. The
entire community is invited to
bring a dish to come and en-
joy a neighborhood get-together
and meal.
Bedto Barry
On Mondiai irr;July 24, Lillian
laylock w arri 
Provow in a ceremony by Hill-
man Westbrook at the West-
brook home. Best wishes to
this young couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cunning-
ham and children of Newark,
Ohio, recently visited with his
mother, Mrs. Winnie Cunning-
ham.
Mrs. Gertie Sheffield of Dres-
den left by plane from Mem-
phis to join her husband, Wil-
liam, for his It and R in Ha-
waii. Ste will be gone about 10
days. Their daughters, Phyllis
and Tracey are at the home of
her mother, Mrs. Seldon Park-
er at Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Matt Cun-
ningham and baby have moved
to the former home of Mrs.
Novella Wilds.
Mrs. Larry Watkins was in
Memphis last week for a phy-
sical examination.
Mrs. Oren Stover has been at
the Memphis Methodist Hos-
pital as a special attendant for
Mrs. Byrd Palmer of Union
City who had surgery on both
of her eyes.
David Wright left for Boston
last week after spending sev-
eral weeks with his grandpar-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Huel
Wright.
Mrs. Paul Bruce is in Callo-
way County Hospital at Mur-
ray for treatment. Mrs. Opal
Outland is here from Chicago
visiting with her brothers,
Basil and Lloyd Watkins and
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
AUG. 20-29
Roy Clark Ken Curtis
ORDER YOUR
RESERVE
TICKETS NOW!
ADULTS SAVE 500 ON OUTSIDE
GATE ADMISSION TICKETS
When you order your special
event reserved seat tickets in
advance, the outside gate admis-
sion ticket may he purchased for
75c. (Admission at gate is $1.25 )
Save Money—Save Time
Ear' as Ii ..Yet order torn, Get Better Seats—Avoid long Lines
CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO
Merrill In this attraction will be Fes.
tus Haagen (Ken Curtis) of "Gun.
smoke," Jerry Olson and his trained
buffalo end Elaine Kramer end her six
hors* roman riding exhibition. Five
performances, Friday. August 21. 8:00
p.m.: Saturday. August 22, 3:30 and8:00 p.m.; Sunday, August 23, 1:30
and 4:30 p.m. How Many
Adults: $3.00 $2.50 0 
Children 126 under % price 
Specify day and time.
Adults: 03.00 0 82.50 0 "" m."'Y
CHARLEY PRIDE SHOW $1.50 M 
Pride Is fairly new In the Country Mu. Children 12 Sunder ,A price 
slo field. Ha's • line singer and a Matinee p Evening n
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW
Boast U.S. Show Horses Competing for over $100,000.
26, 7:30 P.M. How Many Aug. 28, 7:30 P.M. How Many
Res. Seats $2.50   Res. Seats $2.50
Aug. 27, 7:30 P.M. How Many Aug. 29, 7:30 P.M. How Many
Res. Seats $2.50 D  Res. Seats $4.00 El 
$3.50
(Outside gate ticket Included in price for Horse Show)
Led tkists bm Nem__ 
How Many
talented gulterhet. Friday. August 28,
4:00 and 8:00 p.m.
Adults: $4.00 0 $3 00 0
S2.00 0
Children 12 & under % price 
Matinee n Evening 0
STARS OF HEE HAW
Sea this fun-packed ettraction as Roy
Clark, Mary Taylor, Hank Thompson,
Archie Campbell and Grandpa Jones
team up with their country humor.
Saturday, Aug. 29, 3:30 8 800 pm.
Address 
%ad Cirek. Coal en
Novae Order tat I City 
* PLEASE ENCLOSE STAMPED SELF.ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
KENTUCKY STATE. 151R TICK! TS. P 0 Box 21173 I ouisedle. Kentucky 402.'1
families.
Vickie Brown has been gone
to 4-H camp this past week
and Mike Brown visited rela-
tives in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Haley and
Donna of Alabama visited their
family and friends here about
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Craw-
ford of Murray spent Saturday
with her sister, Mrs. T. L. Am. 
Icyand Mr. Ainley.
We were happy to have Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Bell able to be
at Good Springs one night dur-
ing the revival. They were
driven there by their good
neighbor. Mrs. Veach.
The Dukedom Homemakers
met July 22, in the home of
Mrs. William Roberts for the
regular monthly meeting with
eleven members and one visi-
tor present. Mrs. Elizabeth
Darnell, president. called the
meeting to order and Mrs.
Lloyd Watkins led the group
in singing "God Bless Amer-
ica." The devotional, "The
Kind Tongue" was based on
James 3:1 and Matthew 12: 33-
37: was given by Mrs. Wat-
kins.
The Alternate Club creed was
read by all. Roll call was an-
swered.
The visitor, Mrs. Walter
Haase became a new member
at this time. The minutes were
read and approved.
During the business session.
plans were completed for the
community picnic, also those
who plan to attend the
Achievement Luncheon on
August 4, at Martin were list-
ed. Mrs. Lloyd Watkins and
Dukedom Homemakers are re-
sponsible for the flower ar-
rangements at the luncheon.
Reminders to be prepared to
make contributions to the Fair
exhibit. Sept. 14-19 were men-
tioned. Five dollars was con-
tributed to the 4-H clubs for
their expenses at their barbe-
cue stand and checks were
presented to Vickie Brown and
Tammy Roberts.
Year books were filled out
and goals set for the coming
year, July 1, 1970 to July 1,
1971.
Vice-president, Mrs. Richard
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in Fulton Hospitals on the week
of August 5:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Jerry Wayne Brasure, Sha-
ron; Ruth Gibson, Barbara
Jones, Betty Jones, Wingo;
Wanda Hicks, Water Valley;
Sandra Perry, Union City;
Carol Garrigus, Barbara Mc-
Intee, Hickman; Gladys Laws,
Palmersville; Diana Cunning-
ham, Dukedom; Sandra Hicks,
Mayfield; Gladys Halterman,
Clinton; Sherry Hopkins, Bob-
by Hurley, Richard Davidson,
Mary Horn, Guthrie Luther,
Cecil Wilkins, Drace Parker,
Fulton; J. P. Little, Jr., Ella
Berlage, presented Mrs„ Joe
Wilds who gave a clothing
demonstration pointing toward
style trends for fall. Then,
Mrs. Jim Brown was called on
to give the Home management
report on repairing scratched
and marred furniture.
The meeting was adjourned
to meet August 11 at Good
Springs for the Community
picnic.
Bingo was played and re-
freshments were enjoyed dur-
ing the social hour.
Mae Boaz, Lola Crider, Ada
Belle Counce, Mary Cruce,
South Fulton.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Judy Simms, Sharon;
Dannie Fulcher, Dyersburg;
Mr. Herman Warren, Sedalia;
Mrs. Lillie Croft, Mrs. Lovie
Watson, Hickman; Mrs. Maud
Hutchinson. M. Clarence Ale-
shire, Clinton; Mrs. Letha
Luten, Mr. Arthur Tarver,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Attie Her-
ring. Mr. Ray Alford, Mrs.
Kathleen Work. Dukedom; Mr.
Burnie Barnes, Water Valley;
Mrs. LeDone Hill and baby,
Wingo; Mr. L. Roach, Mrs.
Cora Dalton, Mr. T. F. Wins-
ton, Mr. A. B. Overby, Mrs.
Ellen K. Varden and baby,
Miss Brenda Coley, Theresa
Weaks, Mr. Thomas Perry,
Mr. Henry Grissom, Mrs. Mary
Rose King, Mr. James Ded-
mond, Mrs. Belle Grissom,
Mr. Ronnie Grissom, Mr. E. L.
Hardy. Mrs. Annie Barham.
Mr. Raymond Pewitt, Mr.
Burch Moon, Mrs. • Dula Mc-
Dade, Mrs. Brooksie Nethery,
Mrs. Mary Nowlin, Mrs. Elva
Brown, and Miss Bert Golden,
Fulton; Mr. Wesley D. Elliott,
Mr. Earl Collins, Mrs. Blanch
Weaks, Mr. John Burchett,
Mrs. Ovella Watson, South Ful-
ton.
SHOP EQUIP. & LOGGING EQUIP.
Albert Allen SALE
SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 10:00 A. M.,
Rain or Shine — Lunch will be served
Sale will be held at the Allen home 3/4 mile north of Rives
High School. Turn off Hwy. 45W onto Funderburk blacktop
and proceed one mile to sale. Follow sale arrows.
— SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE —
Mr. Allen was killed in a logging accident
TRUCKS & TRACTORS — GMC-2 Ton Log Truck, 1965 has
good tires, Log Trailer For Truck, GMC th Ton Pickup, 1963,
4000 Ford Tractor (Industrial Type with front End Loader),
Newly overhauled & new cylinders put on day before acci-
dent, 801 Ford Tractor, Ford Grader Blade (like new), Low
Boy Trailer, 2 Wheel Breakdown Bed, Log Wagon, 4 wheel,
Boat Trailer, 2 Wheel Trailer, Garden Tiller.
SHOP EQUIP. & LOG EQUIP. — Log Chains, Boomers,
Steel Cables, Snaking Tongs, Pulleys, Double Block & Line,
McCullough Chain Saw (Mac-2-10), McCullough Chain Saw
550, Shop Anvil, Shop Vise - 6" & 3,/2" ii. Wood Vise, Electric
Emry, Craftsman Welder - 180 Amp, Portable Air Compres-
sor, Portable Air Tank, Mechanic Shop Cabinet, Battery
Charger, Skill Saw, 1/2" Impact Wrench, Electric Table Saw,
1/2" Drill - Black & Decker Sander, Chain Hoist, Tool Boxes,
Angle Iron, Pipe Wrenches, Extension Cords, Large Assort-
ment of Parts, Bolts (new & Used), Numerous Sets of
Rachets & Sockets Up To 11/2" (S-K). Cylinder Hone &
Other Automotive Parts.
"GUNS" — Baker Double Barrell (10 Ga. Hammerless),
Remington 878 Automatic (12 Ga. Has 30" Full & 28" Mod
Barrels), Remington 22 Automatic, Double Barrell Shotgun,
12 Ga. Large Assortment of Shells.
USED Tires, House Jacks, Axes, Grease & Grease Guns,
Large Assortment of Wrenches, 2 Ford Tires & Wheels &
Chains.—MRS. ALBERTA K. ALLEN, Owner Rives 246-2382
ALEXANDER AUCTION & REALTY SALES—Office: First
Federal Bldg. Martin, Tennessee.
Fulton County Farm Bureau
ANNUAL PICNIC
Wednesday, August 12
UNION CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
(Located Just off Ky. 94 near Burnette's Dairy Farm)
Each Farm Bureau Family Gets Two Tickets
(EXTRA TICKETS WILL BE FOR SALE)
King-Queen Contest Talent Show Style Show
Ford Urges 5-Point Program
For Illegal Drug Control
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford has
rged that Kentucky start im-
iediately on a hard-hitting
rogram to control illegal sale
nd use of harmful drugs.
Speaking to the Kentucky
,sociation of Pharmacists,
'ord said. "Illegal use of drugs
spreading like wildfire and
a growing danger to peo-
'e. especially young people.
almost every corner of the
Ford noted that State agen-
es are already making some
forts about drug abuse but
•clared such efforts are limit-
! and fragmented. "Each
!envy operate; in a vacuum,
ithout relation to what other
iiiirim('nts are tr3ing to do,
• .
TS rs OLD—
n,.,'fr P.me One)
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Oe lliateden. Kansa: City. Mr.
71r,v Bondurant,
oad mrs. Charles Lannom
•iiiin ingtonl. Alexandria,
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.ffre-s. Booting Green Ky.,
r. and Mrs. Tommy Fields,
emphis. Mr. and Mrs. Roger
11,1,r7V Mr. and Mrs.
m my St -infield:
Mr and Mrs. James \V.
i.ihort Mr. and Mrs. James
Newton. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
ihnsen. Mr. and Mrs. David
app (shirhw Hood). Brady
.iiliamson. Mr. and Mrs. Ed
(1(1Rutter. Mrs. Elaine Bid-
- Judkins. Texas: Miss Carol
'Neely Memphis. Mr. and
F.Iward Benedict, Mur-
v: Miss Jean Burnette, Bur-
Ink. Calif :
Mr and Mrs. Gerald W.
meh of Memphis. Mr. and
rs. Charles Sisson. Bruceton,
r. and Mrs Norman Fulcher
'ynthia Campbell); Mr. and
rs. Bohlw Hailer (Sidney ('al-
(an)); Mr. and Mrs. Hal
%wren: Mr. and Mrs, C. D.
Nancy Bushart); Mr.
ad Mrs, Ward Burnette; Mr.
ad .Mrs. Tommy Kendall
7aye Barclay). Dreylen.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Shan-
('linMn. Mr. and Mrs.
',TWIN' Williams. Carl Hurst,
-.voting Green. Mr. and Mrs.
"ohnny Allen. Benton, Mo..
'r. and Mrs. Charles Bowers
"atsy Fall). Jackson. Tenn.,
tr. and Mrs. Bill Burnette,
turray:
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Card-
ell (Susan Rushart). Merrell
)avis and Miss Jan Curtis;
like Callihan). Memphis: Mr.
nd Mrs. Gene Haas (Joan
•arter). Snrinefield, Ill.; Miss
'uth Louise Butts. Memphis
'ene Crain. Memphis: Mr. and
'its. Tommy Extim. Colorado
arings; Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
ewton: Saundra Latham
•ims and Mr. Sims, Paducah:
'r. and Mrs. Donald Lockhart
Speight). Louisville;
Ir. and Mrs. Bob C. Hoeft (Jo-
in Covington). Ann Arbor,
tich., Mr. and Mrs. Gene Ru-
'sky (Karen Dublin), John
'ann. Honolulu; Wayne And.
"son Lexington; Mr. and Mrs.
'oy Morrow. Mr. and Mrs.
Imes Clark. Mrs. Bobby Irv-
Memphis: Mr. and Mrs.
'obert Hyland. Brandenburg:
'd. and Mrs. Johnny Jones
Tudy Moore): Mr. and Mrs.
im Green, Limestone. Maine:
•r. and Mrs. Gary Williamson,
Tr. and Mrs. Philip Andrews:
Tr. and Mrs. James R. Powell,
lrs. Cynthia Ferguson.
3UNSET DRIVE-IN
-etween Martin & Union City
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Set.
AUGUST 54-7-8
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK
FABIAN FORTE
Bulllt For Pretty Boy
AND
Bora Bore
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
AUGUST 9-10-11
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK
" tilllY NONMAN and
DIANA MULDAUR
The Lawyer
AND
:.:AN CONNERY and
RICHARD HARRIS
The Molly Maguiree
STARTS Wed August 12
en Campbell - Joe Namath
Norwood
The 5-point program urged
by Ford would:
(1) Set up a small, effective
office to coordinate all State
government efforts to curb
drug abuse. This would provide
liaison and exchange of infor-
mation between the depart-
ments of Mental Health. Pub-
lic Safety, Health and Educa-
tion, the universities and col-
• LATHAM
Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Sir. Ike Legens and Aluie
Legens have been patients at
the Weaklev County Hospital
for several days. Ike returned
home Friday. but Auzie re-
in the hospital and is
v•qi hprill at this time.
Sir. Ra-rm Dixon returned
from the Minn County Hos-
nital last Wednesday. The ma-
;or surgerv he had three weeks
nun developed into pneumonia.
Pad he has been quite ill.
Z C. Wheeler had an
ourtinn sale at his garage last
saturdwit Billy Rea nurchasod
tho building and lot, which
i,,ins his trailer lot.
Chess Morrison returned
from the Fulton Hospital re-
rpativ where he has been a
natient for two weeks. He had
the misfortune of falling into a
door on Sunday and suffered a
bad cut on his head and had
to be carried hack to the hos-
pital for treatment at Louis-
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cum-
mings and Sabrina spent last
weekend at home due to the
illness of his uncle. Chess.
Madge Cummings has been
visiting in Louisville for the
past two weeks with Bonnie
Dale Carime and Sabrina.
She also attended the races in
Mt Vernon and Olney, Ill.,
while there.
Mr Johnny HazIewood and
brother were in- Memphis,
Monday. where their father
was undergoing surgery at the
Veterans Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Haugh-
tery have moved from the
Garner place to the Tommie
Pate place this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Fulch-
er and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Al-
len and Ricky and Pat of Chi-
cago visited the Treal Daugh-
terys over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Pigue and
family from Dawson Springs
were recent visitors of the Jack
Pigue family.
Mr. and Mrs. Layne Black-
ard spent the week end in
Ashville, North Carolina, the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jerre
Thomas. They brought the
children, Cindy and Scott
Thomas back to spend their
vacation with the grandpar-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. E. Black-
ard.
Mr. and Mrs. Mirohy Rea
of Peoria, III., spent the week-
end with relatives in Latham
and Dresden.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brew-
ington of Peoria, Ill., spent the
weekend with her aunt Mrs.
Ethel Foster and Robert. They
enjoyed an outing at the lake
on Sunday.
leges, the state Pharmacy
Board and the Crime Commis-
sion.
(2) Establish within the di-
vision of tSate Police a special
narcotics-control squad, to
crack down on drug pushers.
"Kentucky needs to apprehend
and arrest the pushers and
peddlers of illicit narcotics be-
cause they are at the root of
much of this problem."
(3) Furnish the state police
laboratory a n y additional
equipment needed to identify
and analyze drugs quickly.
(4) Set an effective education
program in action throughout
the public school system, with
first emphasis on teaching
teachers and others who can
pass information about drug
thnars_along to young people.
"Some states now include edu-
cational material about the
harmful effects of drugs in the
curriculum from grades 4
through 12; others are starting
with the first grade or even
kindergarten."
(5) Make drug control train-
ing programs available at col-
leges and universities on a
short-course basis, primarily
for school teachers, local
judges, policeman and parole
and probation officers.
Films and educational tele-
vision should also be used,
Ford said.
Noting that in May the gov-
ernor of North Carolina an-
nounced creation of a statewide
drug "Cool-line" to provide
facts about drugs and their
(IC. Ford said: "We should
find out whether this is paying
off for North Carolina and, if
so, whether it can be adapted
for use in Kentucky."
Ford said he is hearing from
all parts of the state about
people—many of them high
school students — who are get-
ting in trouble with drugs.
"Many boys and girls are
facing in their own communi-
ties this summer the decision
on whether to try drugs 'for
kicks'," Ford said.
"Most who are not confront-
ed trIth the decision now will
have to face it when they go
away to college, to miiltary
service, or to the city to visit
or work. We owe boys and
girls a chance to learn the
truth about the harmful effect
of illegal drugs, and the quick-
er it's done the better off
everyone will be," Ford said.
Money to put his suggestions
in action is already available
as a result of items written
into the state budget by Demo-
cratic leaders last winter and
from Federal funds Kentucky
gets because of those revisions,
Ford said.
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for- - -
Your insurance Needs
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
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Q. What's wrong with this picture?
A. Nothing you can't make right.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
Ilults122- Ma' on E. Taylor Bldg , 312 South 4th Street
Kentucky 10202
Arik
OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
RAIN - NOT NEEDED
If there is anything we could
do without for several days in
Obion County it is rain. Almost
every acre of Obion County has
been damaged by the excessive
rains and flooded bottom lands
we have had recently.
The 1970 farm economy of
Obion County has been reduced
somewhere between 4 million
and 5 million dollars by the
excessive rainfall that Obion
County has experienced this
yea:.
Last week i talked with Billy
Grisham and Buddy Grisham
who live near the,Obion bottom
and they told me they lost over
900 acres of corn or soybeans
due to the flooding weather.
The Grisham Brothers plan to
continue planting soybeans un-
til about July 20, if the wea-
ther will permit. Another first
for the Grisham Brothers is
that they recently used a heli-
copter to apply Atrazine to
milo and corn, and I have been
reliaby informed that they
talked their father Paul Grish-
am into riding in the helicop-
ter.
TAKE TIME next leading variety compris- p..6
tog about 34 percent. StonevilleTake time to work with your 213 and Auburn M were plant-
herd of Beef Cattle. The job ed on a smaller scale.
we are talking about is sepa-
rating your cows with big
heifers calves from the herd
bull. Take the early heifer
calves and their mothers and
put them in a separate pasture.
We get more criticism in re-
gards to feeder calf sales from
selling bred heifers than any
other one thing. To start with.
it is expensive to producers
and several have had to make
rebates back on bred heifers.
If you don't pull your bulls out
of the pasture and July is a
good month to pull the bulls,
take out the cows with the big
heifer calves. This little phase
of beef cattle management will
pay big dividends. Don't get
caught this year. The calves
that return the highest net in-
come to cattlemen are usually
the calves born during Decem-
ber, January and February.
COTTON VARIETIES PLANT-
ED IN -OBION COUNTY
Obion County cotton farm-
ers planted approximately 37
percent of their cotton acreage
to the Dixie King II variety,
according to M. P. Talbot, Jr.,
Officer in Charge of the USDA
Cotton Classing Office at
Memphis. Deltapine 16 was the
Mr. Talbot made this state-
ment in connection with the
U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture's annual vareity survey:
"Varieties planted in Tennessee
are as follows: approximately
41 percent Deltapine 16: 20 per-
cent Stoneville 213; and 20 per-
cent Dixie King II, and several
other varieties planted in les-
ser amounts."
Varieties planted this spring
show an increased perference
for the Deltapine 16 variety.
The established preference for
favorable machine harvesting
varieties of recent years con-
tinued.
Farmers produced 7,120
bales in Obion County last year
and over 95 percent of the 1969
cotton crop was picked with
mechanical pickers. Obion
County Cotton farmers averag-
ed 568 lbs. of lint cotton per
acre in 1969 and this was about
the third highest average in
Tennessee.
VISITORS!
Leroy Curtz, editor of the
Jasper County News, and Joe
Ferguson, sheriff of Jasper
County, both of Rensselaer,
Indiana, were guests Thursday
of Mr. and Mrs. Bev. E. Rout,
416 North College,
Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Aug. 6, 1970
DO YOU WANT—
(canalised from Page One)
In making this announce-
ment today, Mr. Joel Elling-
ton Office Manager, points out
that Job Corps offers basic
education, useful work experi-
ence and skill training. For
young women, there is special-
ized training in the fields of
nursing, medical secretary,
keypunch operators, physical
therapist, and many others.
For the young men, there is
training for heavy equipment
operators, automobile mechan-
ics, welders, carpenters, and
others. "Job Corps has what ft
takes to give a guy or girl who
needs and wants a boost, the
chance to make it, not only on
their own, but with interest of
their own. When their training
is completed, they will be giv-
en help by the Kentucky State
Employment Service in finding
a job, or they may decide to
go on to school or join the
Armed Forces," Mr. Ellington.
said.
Young men and women who
are out of work and out of
school should apply in person
at the Kentucky State Employ-
ment Service, 919 S. Seventh
Street Mayfield, or phone 247-
3857.
CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED MACHINIST
(Journeyman or equivalent
work experience) needed for
mill, lathe and general main-
tenance work. This is a tem-
porary opening for approxi-
mately 6 to 8 weeks. Qualified
rate $3.33 per hour. Apply per-
sonnel department, Ferry-
Morse Seed Company, Fulton,
KY.
COOKS - Must be experienc-
ed, able to work any shift.
Apply in person between 10:00
a. M. to 2:00 p. m.
Hanks Truck Stop Cafe
TENNESSEE VALLEY
DUROC SALE
Friday Night August 7, 1970
8:00 p. m. C. D, T. —65 Head
Bred Gilts, Boars, and Open
Gilts Sale at Dyersburg Fair
Grounds Dyersburg, Tennessee
GORDON JENKINS, Seey.
Red Boiling Springs, Tennes-
see.
ONE MILLION DOLLARS
The Management of the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association announces that One Million
Dollars in additional loan funds have been made available to Fulton County Farmers for the next year —
August 1970 to August 1971.
These Additional loan funds will be available to all farmers, whether or not they have ever had a PCA
loan. They will be available for all purposes that the PCA system lends for. This one million dollars is in
addition to-the money already being made aVailable to farmers in this county through PCA.
PCA LOANS
Can be made for any of
THESE PURPOSES
2
3
Buy equipment — erect farm buildings
— buy land — buy breeding and stock-
er cattle and hogs. Modernize and
Build Dairy operations.
Build hog farrowing, nursing and fin-
ishing facilities.
To convert a cropping operation on hill
or rolling land back to a cattle opera-
tion which may mean land treatment,
new fences, wells, ponds and barns as
well as cattle.
These clays, the economic climate has as much to
do with farm productivity and profitability as the
rain and the sun you can't control.
But you can control your economic climate,
especially with help from your local PCA man.
"Economic" isn't lust a two-dollar word for
money. It implies the application of sound princi-
ples to make your farm produce the kind of living
conditions you and your family should enjoy.
That's where we figure in. We lend money to
farmers who consider It. working tool that will
produce a needed benefit. Because we're farmer-
owned and farmer-operated, and because we're
businessmen with more than 35 years' experience
In making money work on farms, we can provide
the unique kind of help to improve your farm's
economic climate.
Not just the dollars, but the know-how to
make them work hard; the understanding of your
probiems to gear repayment to your farm's capa-
bility to produce. Let's talc about IC
5
6
To finance part-time farmers on a basis
that will raise the farm portion of their
income.
To finance young farmers AS THEY
BUILD A PROFITABLE FARM
BUSINESS.
For farm grain storage — update farm
water systems, build farm houses —
finance custom operators who furnish
services to farmers.
This ADDITIONAL credit being avail-
able may mean that ALL farmers in
this area need to analyze their farming
operations and see if there is a need for
additional borrowed capitaL Borrowed
capital, with good management, can be
used profitably. (It takes money to
make money!)
Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
— For Information on all types of loans — See or Call
JOHN P. WILSON, Fulton County Mgr. Hickman, Ky.
PHONE 236-2586
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WHOLESALE
PRICES ON
Remington - Peters
Shotgun Shells
As Low As
$2.31 Per Box
FULL SIZE
Foam Mattress Pad
4" Thick
$19.95
Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake Ss. — Fulton, Ky.
Unemployment
Up In Tennessee
One ow
ployment in Tennessee appears
to be Increasing steadily, at.
cording to the latest report from
the University of Tennessee
Center for Business and Eco.
nomic Research.
The center's study shows state
unemployment at 4.6 per cent
for the month of April, the latest
month for which figures are
available. Thin compares to 3.5
Per cent for the same month in
1969.
Chemical industry has been
hardest hit by the employment
slump the report states. The
work forte in chemical mama
facturing was 6.5 per cent below
the April 1969 level. Much of the
decline was attributed to labor.
management problems.
The center also said its reve.
nue figures confirm previous
estimates that state revenues for
the 1969.70 fiscal year will be
about $12 million below expecta.
Hons.
y' BarbecueKa  S \Take Home /cau vs — 479-9082 
 
Service 
Broasted Chicken Snack Basket
2 - Pieces of Delicious Chicken
Cole Slaw, Roll and French Fries 94 C
Hamburgers — Pizza — Potato Salad
Our Lounge Room Opens At 5:00 P. M.
Sandal! Open 5p. m To 8p. m. 479-9082
11 LIQUIDATION I
Entire Present Stock Included - We Must i
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i
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THE NEWS =,
Of interest 'to Homemakers
U.S. 45 4-Laning
Hearing Planned
MAYFIELD. Ky., A
public hearing for a proposed
four-lane highway stretching be-
tween Paducah and Mayfield has
been set for Sept. 9 at the Graves
Co u nt y Courthouse, Highway
Commissioner Eugene Goss said
Saturday.
Terming the hearing "the
initiating step in a long awaited,
much needed highway," GOSE
said he plans to be at the meet.
ing slated for 2:30 p.m. in the
circuit courtroom.
The hearing will be to allow
residents of the area to express
opinions concerning the high-
way. The proposed route of the
road will be revealed at the
hearing, Goss said.
A planning study was com-
pleted last month with present
plans calling for construction of
two 24-foot surfaces with a 60
foot medians separating each
strip, the highway commissioner
added.
As soon as the hearing has
been certified by the federal
bureau of public roads, the next
step will be to institute a de-
4NTHONY'S WIGS0Fsonj"
•PROFESSIONAL WIG SERVICECOMPLETE
LICENSED BEAUTICIANS AT ANTHONY'S Of So Fulton
LICENSED BY TENN. STATE BOARD OF COSMETOLOGY
FREE STYLING BY OUR STYLIST WITH ANY WIG
PURCHASED AT ANTHONY'S OF SO. FULTON.
FIRST /DUALITY 100% ICANAKELON 19 95
WASH & WEAR W1GS...Choice Of More
Than 50 Colors (Over One Dozen Frosted)
AT ANTHONY'S
ANTHONY'S STYLIST WILL RE-STYLE ANY WIG
PURCHASED FROM US FOR ONLY '2.00
12
ANTHONY'S, YOUR LEADER IN SALES WITH 26 STORES
THROUGHOUT THE MID-SOUTH
ANTHONY'S WIGS 517 VANCIL ST.So. Fulton, Tenn.
TURN AT YELLOW BLINKER LIGHT AT PARK TERRACE MOTEL IN SO. FULTON
COME 3 BLOCKS ON McKINNEY ROAD • CORNER HOUSE ON RIGHT.
OPEN 10 a. m. to 6 o. m. MONDAY throuah SATURDAY
OPEN After 6 p. m. by appointment only
PHONE (area 901) 479-1705.
).104)41/M•04.1.1110414/11ff•O.11=.4).1•1■4 
N/MIPINIZZIP1,111=1.0411MINNIMMI.04=0,041M1,01M11.01
MID-SUMMER SHOE
Make Room For Incoming Fall Shoe Stocks!
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Ma, Highway South Fallon
li
p
tailed design plan, it was noted
by Goss.
Following approval of the de-
tailed plan, the state will begin
land acquisition, which is about
11/2 years in the future, Goss
said.
The funding for the new high-
way will be shared by the state
and federal governments.
Goss said the reason the high-
way has been delayed is because
of changes in the federal regu-
lations which killed a proposed
plan in 1967.
Goss said the new highway
has the highest priority because
the present two-lane highway,
which serves as U.S. 45, is In-
adequate for the heavy volumn
of traffic traveling over it.
The announcement of the pub-
lic hearing follows a statement
by State Sen. Carroll Hubbard,
D-Mayfield, in which he criti-
cized the state highway depart-
ment for not taking immediate
action toward building the four-
lane artery.
The state had originally
planned to widen the existing
two-lane highway by starting at
Paducah and Mayfield and meet-
ing in the middle.
The highway is presently four-
lane from the intersection at
Blandville Road in Paducah
through the Lone Oak commun-
ity and on the other end from
the Mayfield city limits to the
vicinity of the General Tire Co.
facilities.
In June Goss announced the
preliminary study, noting at that
time the study was to find the
best location and determine pos-
sible costs for such a project.
Goss' comments in June fol-
lowed a statement made in
March in which he said U.S. 45
would be completely rebuilt as
a four-lane road at an estimated
cost of $12-million.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, in one of
his campaign promises during
the last gubernatorial race, said
the four-liming of U.S. 45 would
be one of the f irst projects
undertaken by the state.
Palmer Accepts
VIM Position
Homer Palmer, former Union
City assistant chief of police,
has been named lieutenant of the
Safety and Security force at the
University of Tennessee at Mar-
tin.
In making the announcement,
Ed Nell White, supervisor of
Safety and Security and admin-
istrative assistant to the vice
chancellor for development, said
Lt. Palmer would be in charge
of all uniformed personnel.
Lt. Palmer has been in police
work In Union City for the pest
seven years. He worked for more
than a year as dispatcher and In
-records. Promoted to patrolman
in 1964, he served in that capacity
until 1969 at which time he was
promoted to sergeant. In 1970
he was made assistant chief.
During the time he was serv-
ing on the Union City police
force, he was cited for service
above sod beyondtin, call of
'yr
LT. HOMER PALMER
duty, and especially for working
with young people.
South Fulton
Toll Opposed
The board f lirect,rs of the
Union City Chamter of Com-
merce Monday night passed a
resoluti, ii si.ing South Central
Bell Telephone Company and
the Tennessee Public Service
Commission "to explore the
possibility" of providing toll-
free telephone service through-
out Obion County.
"It Just doesn't seem reason-
able for residents of Ohion
County - who happened to live
in South Fulton to be charged a
toll for calling Union City, the
county seat, perhaps to inquire
about taxes or some other
county business," chamber man-
ager Bill Heaslet commented
today.
"The toll charge between
South Fulton and the rest of the
county has the effect of cutting
off that community from the
rest of us," he added.
Mr. Heaslet also said the
board plans to continue its
"Were You Counted?" cam-
paign which it hopes will prove
that Union City In reality has
surpassed the 10,000 mark in
population, despite prelimin-
ary census reports which show
the city at less than 10,000.
Already, about 725 persons
have been located in Union City
who believe they were not count-
ed by enumerators for the Bu-
reau of the Census.
Mr. Heasley said a house-
to-house canvass of the north-
east section of the city is con-
tinuing and the chamber now
plans to place "Were You
Counted?" forms "in every
Industry in Obion County.
"In fact, if the Census Bu-
reau says we have time, we'll
have a 'Were You Counted'
booth set tip at the county
fair late next month."
In another action the cham-
ber directors passed a reso-
lution in support of the cities
and counties of West Ten-
nessee in their efforts to get
drainage and flood control
work resumed on the Obion and
Forked Deer rivers and their
tributaries.
Nearly :40,000 was stolen
from persons whose pockets
were picked in Delhi in 1969, the
Home Ministry told Parliament
PEACHES!
700 TREES
Ripening About August 101h
Elberta- 1
J. H. HALE —
I
rioyD & SONS
ORCHARD
Pilot Oak, Ky.
Phone (WelsiP) 376-5303
(Listen To "Live Wire")
Total Of 13 To Face
Drug Charges At UTM
MARTIN, Tenn. — Four more
University of Tennessee at Mar-
tin students were bound over to
the Weakley County Jury this
week at Dresden on narcotics
charges.
Harry R. Bowie of Hatfield,
Pa. and Clint NI. Matheny
Memphis are charged with sell-
ing marijuana, while Thomas
R. Lawrence of Memphis is
charged with possession of mari-
juana. Robert E. Scarbi ought
of Eden, N.C., is charged with
illegally selling LSD.
The four youths were the last
of 14 persons to appear in gen-
eral sessions court at Dresden
as a result of a coordinated
narcotics raid at UTM and sur-
rounding areas during the early
hours of May 29.
One of the 14. Kenny D. Mc-
Gough of Jackso n, had the
charges against him dismissed
when his attorney noted tech-
nical mistakes in the search
warrant used while law enforce-
ment officers searched Mc-
Gough's room during the raid.
The four, along with eight
other UTM students and one
non-student, have been bound
over to the August term of the
grand jury, which convenes
Alio, 2
Mayfield
Center Hit
By Thieves
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Gibson's Discount Center in May-
field was the victim of a burg-
ulary during the weekend in
which $771 was taken.
Mayfield city police reported
that the store was entered be-
tween 9:30 p.m. Saturday and
noon Sunday through a hole
which had been cut in the roof.
Once inside the stor e, the
burglars cut a six-inch hole in
the safe and removed the con-
tents.
Mayfield authorities currently
are making an investigation. No
arrests have been made concern-
ing the break-in, authorities said.
HELEN'S WIGS
(ONE MILE OF EAST FULTON ON EAST STATE LINE HWY.)(JUST PAST THE COUNTRY CLUB)
Featuring the 
.4*
FITTED NECKLINE
Wash and wear Wigs
Made of 100% Kanekalon
* Highly processed
-149
28 beautiful colors to choosetc,.
including Frosted
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE 
-
Quality Wigs Al Lower Prices, Compare Bedore You Buy.
Open from 8 AM to 8 PM Tuesday thru SaturdayNo Appointment Necessary Phone 001-479-1702
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4res-- 2
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[.seder Sporting Goods
Leerier Store, Upstairs
Fulton,, Ky.
Two Week Special
August 1 thru 15
I ow, Coats 89e
Men's or Women's, any length or
weight excluding fur and suede.
20% Dimcount on all Draperies
0. K. PARISIAN
Laundry And Cleaners
218 E. State Line Phone 472-1700
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Wedding Anniversary United In Marriage
Mid. AND MRS. WILL PRUETT
Mr. and Mrs. Will Pruett of
South Fulton, who will observe
their golds-ti wedding anniver-
sary July 25, were graciouslyhonored with a dinner SundayIn the home of their son, Mack
Pruett and wife of South Fulton.
Dinner was served to some61 persons, including menibers
of the family and close friamic.
Focal point on the buffet table
was a large cake, shaped as
two wedding bells, decorated
with gold rosebuds, and en-
circled with gold flowers.
The couple were married
In Humphreys County, near Bold
Springs by the late Rev. Mr.
Curley. tier iiarents were thelate Monroe and man, Ragsdale
Forrester of Waverly and his
parents were the late George P.
and Louisa Baker Pruett of
Waverly.
Mr. and Mrs. Pruett have six
sons and lw' isuighters, J.P.
Pruett of Detroit, Clarence
Pruett and James D. Pruett
of Grand Rapid,, Mack Pruett,
Edward Pruett and Tommy
Pruett of South Fulton, Mrs.
James Fuleher and Mrs. Jerry
Dotson of Union city. They have
13 grandchildren and one great-
grandchild.
Mary Lynn Brumfield Is
Feted With Bridal Tea
FULTON. Ky., Miss Harry Hancock, 0. C. Walker,Mary Lynn Brumneld, of Lex- J. A. Willingham, Ralph Crider,ington, bride-elect of Charles Otis Melton, and Miss laneMark Allen, was complimented Suffill.
with a bridal tea Saturday at One hundred guests calledthe Abe Thompson home on the between the hours of three andairport road, five o'clock,
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Larry Suffill of Mur-
ray, Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, Mrs. MSULewis Thompson, Mrs. Abe
To Host
Thompson and Miss Trudy KEA SeminarThompson.
Greeting the guests at the
door Was Mrs. Lewis Thompson.
Mrs. Larry Suffill, aunt of the
groom-elect, had charge of the
guest register. Receiving the
guests in the living room were
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, the bride-
elect, h,..r mother, Mrs. Ann
Stallsworth Brumfield and Mrs.
Thomas Allen, mother of the
groom-elect.
Miss Brumfield selected from
l'her trousseau an orchid voile
dress and pinned at her shoulder
was a gift corsage of white
mums.
The dining table, which was
covered with an imported cut-
work linen cloth, had as its cen-
ter appointment an arrange-
ment of van -colored roses in an
antique cut-glass bowl. Serving
were Miss Nancy Brumfield,
sister of the bride-elect, Mrs.
Eugene Dunavant, sister of the
groom-elect, Mrs. Carl Pirtle
and Mrs. Joe Mac Reed.
Assisting in the dining room
were Mesdames Stuart Voelpel,
James, Others Will
Appear At Festival
FULTON, Ky. The Interna-
tional Banana Fe.tival country
western show will feature Sonny
James and the Southern Gentle-
men and Barbara Mandrell.
The show is scheduled for
Friday night, Sept 11.
Miss Mandrell has toured with
the Johnny Cash show and was
featured with the Red Foley and
the Gordon Terry show. She also
has appeared in clubs and on TV
shows.
MURRAY, Ky., The
Kentucky Education Association
will hold one of its annual lead-
ership development seminars
Aug. 9 through It at Murray
State University.
Both will begin at 3 p.m. and
end at noon on the last day of
the seminar.
Special emphasis will be on
professional negotiation, politi-
cal action, public relations,
membership, grievance proce-
dure and the local-state-national
UniServ program for direct
service to local associations, ac-
cording to Beulah Fontaine, di-
rector of KEA program devel-
opment.
A president and one other
elected official in each local ed-
ucation association in Kentucky
has been invited to attend.
Fulton Youth
Third In
Competition
FULTON, Ky. - Terry Reed,
16-year-old son of Mrs. Ora Reed
of Fulton, has placed third in
the Southern Division of nation-
al drum major competition and
won a trophy for his achieve-
ment.
The contest was held on the
campus at the University of
Mississippi at Oxford, Miss.
Drum majors participating in
the competition were In two di-
visions, seniors, and juniors, and
Reed was entered In the senior
division.
Keep South Fulton Growing -
VOTE
JOHN
REEKS
SOUTH FULTON
City
Compuss.oner
Election Tues. Aug. 18, 1970
Help keep South Fulton Financially Sound
FULTON, Ky., The
wedding vows of Miss Janie Lee
Champion and William Thomas
Craddock were exchanged in a
double-ring ceremony Sunday
afternoon, July 19, at 3 o'clock
in the sanctuary of Union Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. James C. Moreland
performed the double-ring cere-
mony.
The bride is the younger
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Champion. The groom is
the youngest son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Craddock of
Hickman.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Miss Kathy
Hyland, organist, and Miss Julie
Powell, pianist. Miss Patti Hix-
son was vocalist.
The church was centered with
a large fan-shaped arrangement
of white gladioli. On either side
were seven-branched candelabra
with burning white tapers and
double wedding bells. Pews were
marked with clusters of bridal
wreath. The prie-dieu in front of
the altar completed the wedding
scene.
The bride was ,escorted to the
altar by her father, and given
in marriage by her parents.
She wore a formal gown of
white bridal satin, completely
overlaid with silk organza. It
was fashioned with an Empire
bodice of lace ruffles that fea-
tured a Victorian neckline. Her
leg-of-mutton sleeves were of
sheer organza, and were adorned
with rows of lace, and closed
at the wrist with self-covered
buttons. T he A-line silhouette
skirt was adorned with lace ruf-
fles around the hemline and up-
per skirt.
Her chapel train was attached
at the back of the waistline. She
chose a chapel veil edged in
Chantilly lace attached to a
headpiece of organza, adorned
with roses, daisies and seed
pearls. She carried a hand bou-
quet of stephanotis entwined
with green velvet leaves, satin
streamers and centered with a
white royal orchid.
Miss Robbie Champion, only
sister of the br id e, served as
maid of honor. The bridesmaids
were Miss Pam Adkins, of Hunt-
ington, W. Va.; Miss Carla
Campbell, Miss Beverly Bennett;
and junior bridesmaid, Miss
Tammy Mansfield, Union City,
Tenn.
The attendants wore identical
floor-length gowns in rainbow
colors of dotted Swiss, fashioned
with Empire waists trimmed in
lace, and short puffed sleeves.
They wore headpieces of silk il-
lusion attachel to bows to match
their gowns. They each carried
a bouquet of white carnations
and pompons with lace net and
streamers to match their gowns.
Miss Karen Jill May. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jim May of
Louisville, was the flower girl,
and Andy Lucy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Lucy of Hickman,
was ringbearer.
Miss May wore a gold-colored
gown, and her headpiece was
identical to the senior atten-
dants. She carried a white wick-
er basket filled with white rose
petals.
Serving the groom as best,
man was Pete Friedrick of Lou-
isville. Groomsmen were James
Allen Abernathy, Drag Yarbro,
Mike Major and Mark Phipps.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Champion wore a light blue
knit dress with matching acces-
sories. She wore a white carna-
tion corsage.
Miss Jane Thompson of Paris,
Tenn., presided at the guest reg-
ister.
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception was held
in the social room of the church.
Serving the guests were Mrs.
Glynn Ray Moss, Mrs. Joe Mans-
field and Miss Peggy Clements
of Louisville.
Following the reception, t h e
couple left for their wedding trip
to Lake Barkley Lodge. Mrs.
Craddock wore a wine and white
knit dress with white accesso-
ries. She pinned the orchid cor-
sage from her bouquet at her
shoulder.
Mr. and Mrs. Craddock are
now at home at 663 S. Lime-
stone, Lexington, where they
both will resume their studies
at the University of Kentucky
this fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cham-
pion entertained the members of
the wedding party at a dinner
following the wedding rehearsal.
Cunningham-Wells
Wedding Announced
FULTON, Ky., Miss white lace dress with longNancy Carol Cunningham be- sleeves and a shoulder-lengthcame the bride of Edward Lloyd veil. Her bridal bouquet was aWells at 2:30 p.m. July 25, in cascade of pompons and stepha-Middletown United Methodist notis centered with a white or-Church in Middletown. The Rev. chid.
William E. Morris officiated at Mrs. Wells was graduatedthe double-ring ceremony. from South Fulton High SchoolThe bride is the daughter of in 1966 and received her bache-Mr. and Mrs. Estes Cunning- lor of science degree in elemen-ham of Dukedom, Tenn. Mr. tary education from MurrayWells is the son of Mr. and Mrs. State University in January. TheOliver E. Wells of Grand Chair., groom is a 1965 graduate of Jop-
pa Community High School andThe maid of honor was Miss received his bachelor of scienceSharon Johnson of Kamak, Ill, degree in agriculture from Mur-Attending the groom as best man ray State University in January.was William Wells of Grand Following a short weddingChain, cousin of the groom. trip, the couple will reside atThe bride wore a street-length Jeffersontovzn.
"BACK TO SCHOOL"
LOAFER SPECIALS!
Girls, Women's Sizes
4V2 To 10, AA -B
$788
Regularly $10.00 To $13.00
Bay Family Shoe Store
Lake Street Fulton, Ky.
-/ EAs4 TEWM5
. .
Fikki fAlorky
tvve.k ti-vm
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LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
REGULAR2 -Pc. Early American Floral $349.95
Early American Hide A Bed $239.95
French Provincial Sofa
2- Pc. Spanish
2- Pc. Spanish
2- Pc. Spanish Black Vynal
2- Pc. Solid Oak Arms
2- Pc. French Provincial
$199.95
$309.95
$519.95
$269.95
$309.95
$309.95
SALE
$15
$149.95
$ 99.95
$229.95
$299.95
$149.95
$168.88
$158.88
ALL LIVING ROOM FURNITURE ON SALEAPPLIANCES REGULAR SALE
Double Oven Electric Range $359.95 $209.952- Door Refrigerator $269.95 $188.88
Upright Freezer $259.95 $199.95
ODDS AND ENDS
4 Marble Tables
Mahogany Coffee Table
Tree Lamps
Fruitwood Coffee Table
Nylon Hall Runner Carpel
REGULAR SALE
$209.95 $109.95
$ 54.50 $ 29.88
$ 17.50 $ 8.88
$ 42.50 $ 28.88
99c A Foot
BED ROOM
Odd Chests
Full Size Solid Oak Beds
King Size Oak Headboard
4- Drawer Chest Oak
3- Pc. Italian Suite
3- Pc. Solid Pecan Suite
Triple Dresser Solid Maple
3- Pc. Walnut Suite
FURNITURE
REGULAR SALE$ 24.95
$ 82.50
$ 94.50
$116.50
$369.95
$659.95
$229.95
$189.95
$ 18.88
$ 42.50
$ 39.95
$ 58.88
$229.95
$489.95
$149.95
$119.95
ALL BED BOOM FURNITURE ON SALE
DINING ROOM FURNITURE
8- Pc. French Provincial
8- Pc. French Provincial
8- Pc. Solid Oak
5- Pc. Maple, 4 Chairs, Tables
CARPETING
REDUCED
$3.00 Sq. Yd.
REGULA
$729.95
$829.95
$166.50
R SALE
$399.95
$419.95
$514.95
$104.95
WADE 0. Phone472-1501
112 Lake
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Sen. Hubbard Hits
Delay In Highway
MAYFIELD, Ky., State Sen. Carroll Hubbard
today voiced his concern with the state department of high-
ways over the continuing delay in construction of a replace-
ment four lane highway for U.S. 45 between Mayfield and Lone
Hubbard (D-Maylield) met today with Department of High-
way officials at Frankfort to make a plea for the proposed
four lane highway.
Hubbard, following the meeting, said he was very disapoint-
ed that the state is not taking immediate action toward the
four-laning of the highway.
Hubbard described the road as one of the most dangerous
and heavily traveled highways in Kentucky. Referring to the
existing two lane U.S. 45, Hubbard said Mayfield and Paducah
are the largest cities in the Jackson Purchase and the highway
linking the two is "actually ridiculous."
The four-laning of U.S. 45 has been in the planning stage
for several years. In October of 1967 all work done up to that
time became obsolete when the federal Bureau of Public Roads
passed new safety-standards on roadway design.
The state had originally planned to start construction at
each end and meet in the middle. The highway is presently
four-laned from the intersection at Blandville Road through
the Lone Oak community and on the other end from the May-
field city limits to the vicinity of the General Tire Co. facilities.
Last month Highway Commissioner Eugene Goss announc-
ed his department was again making preliminary engineering
studies for U.S. 45, this time to find the best location for the
proposed artery and determine the costs of such a project.
Goss said at that time the only definite action taken was
the initiation of a study.
The costs of building such a highway would be shared by
the state and federal governments, Goss said at [hit time. He
added it would take at least four years to complete the high-
way.
Goss' comments in June followed a statement he made in
March in which he said U.S. 45 would be completely rebuilt
as a four lane road from Lone Oak to the outskirts of May-
field at an estimated cost of $12 million.
GOV. Louie Nunn made the four-laning of the 16%-mile
stretch of U.S. 43 one of his campaign promises in the last
gubernatorial race.
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Varied Events Slated
At Obion County Fair
If you like horse shows you
will be especially pleased with
this year's Obion County Fair
and, if you don't there will still
be plenty of things to see and
do.
There will be two horse shows,
a walking horse event on Mon-
day night, Aug. 31, and then
there's a real fun-packed west-
ern horse show set for Tuesday
night, Sept. I. Both begin at
7 p.m.
For those folks who aren't
so strong on horse flesh, there
will be a number of young misses
trying out for the tile of
Fairest of the Fair at another
section of the grounds on Mon-
day night and there will be a teen
dance In the Brier Patch.
At the same time folks are
whopping it up at the showring
Tuesday night, there will be a
Sew and Show contest and 3
fashion show being staged at
other locations, all starting at
7 P.M.
The western show, which will
be for Obion Countians and resi-
dents of counties touching
Obion, Is new this year and
should provide both the riders
and the viewers a lot of fun.
For Instance, one of its events
will be a balloon bust. In this
event, each rider will wear a
balloon on his back and riders
will be trying to break each
other's balloons with their
hands. The last rider wearing
an inflated balloon will be the
winner.
In all, $400 will be given to
the top five places in the 10
events.
Other events include: Plea-
sure Ponies, Country Pleasure
(Western Tack), Pleasure Sad-
dle Horse (English Tack), Sack
Game, Ladies' Western Pleasure
(quarter horses only), Barrel
Race (rici:rs 16 and over),
Barrel Race (riders 15 and
under), Men's Western Plea-
sure (quarter horses only), and
Racking Class (Tack optional).
Director Billy Corum is super-
intendent of the show.
In Monday night's Walking
Horse Show, prize money of
$15, $10, $8, $5 and $3 will
be offered in each of the 10
classes, plus ribbons. The
show will be open to anyone and
a fee of only $1 will be charged.
The event will be under the
sponsorship of the Obion County
Saddle Club, with Larry Pruitt
the superintendent.
This event will get under way
at 7 p.m. and will feature the
following classes:
Lead Line (rider 6 years and
under), Juvenile Riders on
1Walking Horses (18 years and
'under), Roadster Pony, Junior
Walking Horses, walking Ponies,
Amatuer Walking, Walking Plea-
sure English (no set tails), Two-
Year-Old Walking (set tail),
Fine Harness Ponies, Open
Walking Class.
Baker Says Tennessee
Would Get $92 Million
The
Treasury Department says Ten.
nessee should get more than $92
million out of the $5 billion fed.
eral tax sharing program when
the program reaches its full
strength.
Sen. Howard Baker, 11-Tenn.,
who sponsored the bill was given
the report by the Nixon admints.
tration for release in Tennessee.
The measure still needs the ap.
proval of Congress.
And Baker's Office placed the
blame for the delay on two key
Democrats.
"The big problem is that the
chairman of the House Ways and
means Committee and the chair.
man of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee aren't too much in favor
of it," a Baker aide said.
"Federal aid has been hie reas.
ing at the rate of $3 billion a
year," Baker said, "so the ques.
Ion is not whether there will be
more federal aid, but rather
what form it will take.
"The Idea behind my revenue.
sharing Proposal is that some of
this aid should be unrestricted,
for state and local governments
to use to solve their local Protw
lems in their own ways."
The $92,354,520 which the
Treasury Department said Teo.
'lessee would receive In 1975
would be divided so that the
state government would get
$52,1 million, with the four
metropolitian cities getting the
largest share, and counties
would get $19,1 million.
The Baker spokesman said the
present measure is written so
that it would start with a $500
million program and increase
during a five-year Period to a
maximum of $5 billion.
The Tennessee Municipal
League and the County Services
Association both have endorsed
the idea, and nine of the state's
II candidates for governor have
given it strong backing.
However, at least three tuber.
natorial candidates opposed the
idea.
Ralph Waldo Emerson calls it
a "dodge," and says the probe
tern is a local one to be solved
by state and city officials trying
to get out from under the onus
of levying taxes.
,Robert L. Taylor said the
should be collected and dis-
tributed locally and Douglas
Heinsohn said it was Just an.
other step in the ever widening
federal bureaucracy.
gm* LACK DOCTOR
WASHINGTON - More than
412,000 Americans in 115 muta-
tes in 23 states do not have ac-
to a physician.
1950 - 1951
Was your son or daughter born in 1950 or
1951? If so, do you know they are not vow
covered by your group hospitalization insur-
ance policy? A hint from your Prudential
Agent, Tommy Scearce, 472-2562.
DRINK
Stokleys
Orange 46 oz.
Fruit Punch can
Lemonade
YELLOW
SOLIDS
OLEO
5 lbs.
KELLY'S LUNCHEON
MEAT 12 ounce can
PICNICS290
Lipton
4-oz. Pkg. 48ct Tea Bags
49
 FOLGEFtS INSTANT
COFFEE 10-oz. JAR
79
Reelfoot
lb.
6 to 8
AVSr"ked49C
SUGAR CURED by the piece
Jowls lb. 39c
ARMOR
Franks 12-oz. 49c
$149 U. S. Choice Round
STEAK lb. 9*
ALTON DISTILLED
VINEGAR Gal.Jug.
Shedds Peanut
LYKES BEEF
STEW
490
CRISCO
OIL 48 oz.Bottle 990
Snowdrift
2 1/299AlJba.r. Shortening oz.
 79(1
24 oz.
can 59t Kerr Canningstd.LIDS &63's2 for3(PLIQUIDege CHARMDnt
Quart
39
 A FESTIVAL
Bottle v Ice ream G1AZ 6
MIX
Duncan Hines Cake
19-oz.
PKG 390
FROZEN FRENCH FRIED
POTATOES bag 2 lb.
Drinks
SHASTA$199
case of 24
35 Taislas
PICNICS lb. 115 
- FRESH CHICKEN PARTS -
BREASTS 5 lbs. or more
THIGHS 3 lbs. or more
LEGS 3 lbs. or more
WINGS 5 lbs. or more
BACKS & NECKS 5 tbs. or more
Fresh Fresh
Lb. 55c
Lb. 55c
Lb. 55c
Lb. 19c
Lb. 10c
Liver lb. 89c Gizzards lb. 39c
Catsup
391Hunt's20-oz.BOTTLE
Twin
Pack
(Pkg of)
2 450
Bread
Liberty
I20oz. Round Top 24oz. Pollard
4 for $1. ea. 31c
Bananas
naRinpe as
lb. 11Y
0 LIBERTY COUPON
!Coffee 
 
lb. 59c LIBERTY COUPON •SAVE 70c With This Coupon 0X Maxwell or Folgers 2 Red Potatoes 10 lb. 69c •
•w With This Coupon & $5.00 pur-
chase. Tobacco, Milk products • With Coupon SAVE 30c
excluded. • 
•  0
• Tide 10 lb. 11-oz. box $2.29 •
Void After Aug. 11, 1970 Void After Aug. 11, 1970 0Void After Aug. 11, 1.970 •
Fresh Green
ONIONS Bunch
OR
RADISHES oc LEMONS dozen 39
FRESH PURPLE HULL
PEAS
OLIDAY SWEET
'.PICKLES QT.  493
ARMOUR POTTED CRISP 153 1/2MEAT 2,0z.s CARROTS CELLOBAG
0111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••#•••••••••••••••11011•••••••••••••••/,
• LIBERTY CCUPON ' LIBERTY COUPON •
•
Safeguard Soap •
When Your Purchase 2 at •
Reg. Price
Void After Aug. 11, 1970 •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FREE 1 Bath Bar Free
e
I\ 111
Thee Seldom Al Fault
CHICAGO — Various studies
have shown that tire failure is
a factor in only about I per cent
of highway mishaps
VENNI
FULTON
NOW Thru SATURDAY
Family Entertainment
The
"Peanuts' Gang
in their
Tirst cMovie!
"A 'Boy Named
Charlie 'Brown
.E.F.AS1
A Cl/IIMA (1111111 AllfS011A(1011
•CD'
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1
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1/114111.
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Ranger Program Called Success
Host Says Vandalism Down,
Food Service Up At Parks
Vandalism is down and bow
service is up at Kentucky's state
park s, Parks Commissioner
James Host reported Tuesday.
Host reported on a varietK of
narks programs during an in-
spection tour of Pennyrile Forest
State Park.
The new park ranger program
has brought an"almost 100 per
cent stoppage" in vandalism in
the parks where such a pro-
Hooker Stresses Education;
Snodgrass Talks Of Economy
Education, financial rebeoli.
Minty, labor and high medical
costs were the targets of cam.
Paign talk Wednesday as Dem.
ocratic candidates for their par.
ty's gubernatorial nominatior
spread out across the state ir
search of primary votes.
Education is "the investment
of one generation in another,"
John J. Hooker Jr. said in Chat.
tanooga. "Our state needs to
provide tfi4 tools needed for us
to effectively compete for a bet-
ter share of the national econo.
my. One of the most essential
tools in that competition is edu.
cation,"
Hooker said he was particular-
ly. proud of the development of
the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga which he said he
advocated during his unsucess.
ful 1966 campaign for the nomi-
nat'on.
Hooker announced the appoint.
meet of Mrs. June Fourman,
chairman of the Rhea county
Quarterly Court, as chairman of
the Women for Hooker state
camoaism committee
In Tullahoma, Stanly Snod-
grass said "Fiscal responsibil-
ity'. was one of the best, easiest
and sometimes the only way of
letting the revenues to meet state
expenditures.
However, Snodgrass said he
doubts that all waste in govern.
merit can be eliminated. He
added that people have been
trying to cut waste from govern.
merits "since time began, but
no one ever succeeded and in
my opinion no one ever will."
Sncdgrass said he ',foresees
steady progress but not im-
mense progress" for Tennesser
In the next four years.
Mary Anderson told members
of the Memphis Building Trades
Council that most of the candi.
dates want the labor vote but
only she has close ties with
labor.
"I have been a card-carrying
member of the Machinists Union
and have walked the piclet
line," Mrs. Anderson said.
"The closest any other candi.
date has come to the unions Is
to have attended union meetings
where they solicitied the votes
of their members."
Ralph Waldo Emerson said in
Memphis that the spiraling costs
of medical care are the result
of "no system approach" to the
problem on the part of both the
TRU. - FRI.
SATURDAY
DOUBLE - T-R-E-A-T
Ihe cockeyed Cowboys
of Calico County ,` A cmg 
Th'ILUMUZNDan'Hoss7 Nanette N SQUITIVIrl
sti./,11,0g.A.L.Fabra•Y 0111130
STARTS SUNDAY
Thru Wednesday Night —
FOR ADULTS
— PLEASE NO CHILDREN — '-
Once, to every young man comes a summer like this
® MN'
Itnitatt 11011_flhlini
MUNI 11111111ti Stull
that summer
is about
to begin...
One Swedish
MORE-MORE
S
an unmoral picture
HARD CONTRACT
' ul/
return a significant amount of funds to
Tennessee for state control."
His concern for the economic problems
of Tennesseans has also led him to advocate
"updating the workman's and unemploy-
ment compensation laws."
Such realities as mental health problems,
retardation, and drug abuse also greatly
concern John Hooker. As he has said "we
must modernize our approaches to these
problems so 'that they may be overcome."
John Hooker in addition supports "legis-
lation which will protect consumers from
unfair practices while also protecting the
011,1'•'
• e •,
•ft•
state and federal governments.
"It is no secret that there are
ways to reduce these costs
which impose unbearable titian.
cial burdens on the citizens of
Tennessee," Emerson said. He
said the development of man.
power and a comprehensive
health plan are needed
Robert L. Taylor said Tennes.
seans have a choice — "It's
Bob Taylor or an ultra-liberal
left-winger in the governor's
chair."
"Irresponsibility is the mark of
the true ultra•lloeral leftwing.
er," Taylor said. "He doesn't
mind making wild experiments
with you and me because he
doesn't have to pick up the
pieces."
Taylor said Hooker and Snocl.
grass were both in the liberal
liberal category.
In the Democratic Senate
race, Sen. Albert Gore spoke
In Chattanooga where he said
the public should be enraged
gram is under way, Host re-
ported.
The vandalism ranged from
destruction of park facilities to
theft of auto tires and even
women state park employes tak-
ing steaks home in their purses,
Host said.
Host started the ranger pro-
gram when, at one upstate
park, four naked persons were
found at a park entrance and
nothing could be done about it
until a deputy sheriff could be
located.
Now, certain park rangers
have powers of arrest and can
handle any situation immediate-
ly. Some rangers, not armed
nor having powers of arrest, as-
sist those who do.
Host's comments are filled
with such words as "good",
"fine" marvelous" about the
features of the park systems he
believes are working well. He
speaks of "problems" too.
Here is the park situation, as
described by the commissioner:
BARKLEY LAKE STATE
PARK—This facility will be
open the year-around because
of tremendous acceptance since
the lodge was opened a few
weeks ago. It was anticipated
there would be a 50 per cent
lodge occupancy this summer;
instead, it is 100 per cent.
The food is good at Barkley
Lodge but there have been
problems, primarily because
nearly all of the dining room
help has had to be trained and
the number of diners was great-
ly underestimated.
Barkley Lodge handed out
80,000 guest checks through
Monday. Its revenue was $47,000
in June, surpassing the revenue
at Kentucky Dam State Park at
Gilbertsville.
All but about a dozen of the
180 Barkley employes are Trigg
County people.
KENTUCKY DAM STATE
PARK—There is a traffic prob-
lem in this park area. One day,
the swimming area will have
to be closed because the beach
will not accomodate the large
number of swimmers. The state
already is building "communi-
ty" pools at other par)c.§ where
a small fee is charged 'but the
quality of water can be better
controlled. The state spends
$15,000 per day for chlorine to
improve water in park beach
areas.
KENLAKE STATE PARK
The lodge, "more of a hotel,"
probably is the best constructed
facility in the park system. A
decision will be made later as
to whether it will remain open
the year around. Kentucky now
has a "sales manager" whose
job it is to bring in conventions
during the winter months at
special rates.
Kenlake Amphitheater is
drawing "excellent" audiences
lately. "Ramses," a Biblical
story, is being presented.
PARKS IN GENERAL— The
state will have to turn to more
recreation facilities rather than
sleeping units. Now, there are
3,000 camp sites in Kentucky
Parks and the occupancy rate is
137 per cent, meaning camper
units are allowed to nark near
established berths. More boat
docks are needed.
Where dining facilities are of-
fered, children now can order
hot dogs and hamburgers. At
all facilities, wrapped sand-
wiches and soft drinks or coffee
are available at any facility
open all night.
Host said he and his family
have spent 8 of the past 9 Sun-
days dropping in unexpectedly
at state park dining rooms. His
work day, often spent in in-
spections alone, averages 12 to
14 hours.
It was Host's first trip to
Pennyrile. He called the trip a
"complete inspection" a n d
thought the best time to do it
was in the height of the tourist
season. He came here from
Kenlake.
"We have the image as being
the best in the country, but
when people are coming at you,
you've got to step ahead," Host
said.
4.5 Million
Use Airport
AMSTERDAM—Nearly 4.5 mil-
lion travelers passed through
Holland's Schiphol Airport last
year, an increase of 20 per cent
over 1968. Freight transport rose
30 per cent.
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OPPORTUNITY IS IMAM
The Henry I. Siegel plants, Fulton, IC•sk,
and South Fulton, Tenn., need sewing machine
operators. Experience is not neeecsary. Apply
in person or call the personnel administrator.
South Fulton, Tenn. plant 479-1431 or FUlton,
Ky. plant 472-2321.
We are an equal opportunity employer.
Broadway Auction Rouse, Inc.
201 Broadway South Fulton, Tenn,
Turn Your Antiques Into CASH!
(WE WANT YOUR CONSIGNMENTS)
SALE EVERY SAT.
N_iitht Al 8:
Full Cash Settlement After Each Sale
TELEPHONE 479-2520
Now operated by Johnny Wilson
For Our Generation...and the Next.
"I am involved . . . and i care."
All across this state, John Jay Hooker,
Jr. has demonstrated his concern for and
dedication to the people of Tennessee.
John Jay Hooker offers a solid campaign
of calm leadership. Programs of unity. Pro-
grams of mutual involvement. Programs of
concern.
John Hooker believes that "education is
the investment of one generation in the
next." It is this deep interest in the better-
ment of Tennessee which serves as his plat-
form guide and program direction.
John Hooker knows that our roads carry
the very life blood of Tennessee. And since
they are important to all Tennesseans, they
are important to John Hooker.
John Jay Hooker is also aware of the
growing tax burden and supports "revenue
sharing with the federal government to
•
honest businessman who is trying to obey
the law."
John Hooker believes that everyone "de-
serves the opportunity to become a produc-
tive citizen," and, to this end, he supports
penal reform and criminal rehabilitation.
With John Jay Hooker, the conservation
of resources refers to both natural and
human resources. As a fifth generation
Tennessean, he is committed to the preser-
vation of our land. As an involved Tennes-
sean, he is concerned with the people.
And it is to the people of Tennessee that
John Jay Hooker gives his "pledge of posi-
tive action."
John Jay Hooker
for Governor
For our generation . . . and the next.
Paid for by
Hookgr Committee on the lames.
Thom*, Werdlaw Steele, chairman.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ben Burt
Ben Burts WM Have
Anniversary Reception
DUKEDON, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs Ben Burt will cele-
brate their 50th wedding anni-
versary Sunday, Aug. 9, at their
home on Dukedom Rt. 2. All of
their friends and relatives are
invited between the hours of 2
and 4 p.m.
The couple was married Aug.
8, 1920 at Dresden, Tenn. The
late Tom Pucker and his daugh-
ter, Miss Eva 1Pucket were the
attendants.
Mrs. Burt, the former Miss
Ova Holmes, is the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Holmes.
Mr. Burt, a retired fanner, Is
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
John Burt.
Mr. and Mrs. Burt are the par-
ents of two daughters, Mrs. Al-
fred Kindred of Paducah, Ky.,
and Mrs. Benny Kent of Green-
ville, Miss.
They have six grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren.
Winter Vows
Planned By
Columbus Couple
COLUMBUS, Ky.,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Abell of
Columbus announce the engage-
ment and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Ella Jean, to
Tom Roberts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Roberts Jr. of Co-
lumbus.
The bride-elect is attending
Murray State University as a
sophomore majoring in English
and art.
Mr. Roberts received his BS
degree In speech and English
from MSU in June.
Plans are being made for a
mid4RMor Wan& 
White-nell
Engagement
iinnounced
FULTON, Ky., Mrs
Rebecca White announces the
engagement a n d approaching
marriage of her daughter, Betty
Louise, to Johnny Wayne Bell,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bell
of South Fulton, Tenn.
The prospective bride is a
graduate of Martin, Tenn., High
School and is employed by the
Martin Manufacturing Co.
The groom-to-be attended
South Fulton High School and is
employed by the City of Martin.
Wedding vows will be ex-
changed Aug. 21 at 7 p.m. at
entral Baptist Church in Mar-
Miss Parnell
Completes Her
Wedding Plans
WATER VALLEY, Ky.,
Miss Glenda Kaye Parnell,
only daughter of the Rev. and
Mrs. Doyle Parnell of Water
Valley, and the Rev. Roger B.
Whetstone, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. John W. Whetstone, have
ompieted their wedding plans.
The formal ceremony will be
solemnized Friday evening, Aug.
7 at 8 p.m. at the Full Gospel
Tabernacle, Paducah. The Rev.
John W. Whetstone, pastor, and
the Rev. Doyle Parnell will of-
ficiate.
Immediately following the
wedding, a reception will be
held in the church annex. Only
ont-of-town invitations are be-
ing sent; all friends and rela-
tives are invited to attend both
the wedding and reception.
Grubbs-Ferguson
Vows Said In July
FULTON, Ky., Mrs.
Mary Grubbs and Dee Fergu-
son were united in marriage at
7:30 p.m., July 18, in a cere-
mony at the Ferguson home on
the Martin Highway.
The Rev. Bill Smalling, pas-
tor of South Fulton United Meth-
odist Church, officiated, in the
presence of the immediate fam-
ilies and close friends.
Vows were exchanged before
the fireplace, with the mantle
decorations featuring arrange-
ments of baby pink carnations
and tuberoses, with white tapers
In silver candelabra.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Starks
were the only attendants.
The bride wore a pink and
white lace dress, with matching
coat and a corsage of baby car-
nations and tuberoses.
Mrs. Starks wore a yellow
dress, with matching corsage of
cyrobidiums.
Many Children
Won't Learn To Read
WASHINGTON — The Welfare
Department reports that alma
eight million children now in U.S.
elementary and secondary
schools will not learn to read
adequately and that one in seven
I, handicapped in his ability to
acquire essential reading skills.
Subscribe to THE FULTON NEWS—.
Get ALL the News in one carefully-edited,
Well•Printed Weekly Package.
USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM
Editors, The Fulton County News
PO Box 307
Fulton, Ky. 42041
Phrase start a subscription to —
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1
 I Enclose $.---- For Subscription.
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Check&Compare
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H AMBURGER
FRESH
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MORE59 
GROUND
LB. BEEF
ENDS AND PIECES
Bacon
Sliced
Beef Liver 
Grade A
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OR MORE)
4-1b. box $1.48 Turkey Breast
Fine For Broiling
Halibut Steaks
Lb.59 Livers Frozen Chicken
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5-Lb. Box q 99
Prime
Lb.594,16 Cod Fillets 59
FRESH WHOLE
NO LIMIT -NONE SOLD TO DEALERS
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Part Of State Only During Elections, Emergencies
The Bend': Kentucky's Isolated Orphan
KENTUCKY BEND, K)
—At the far western tip of Ken-
tucky, the Mississippi River me-
anders into an almost circular
bend, isolating this section of
flat farmland from the rest of
the state.
The section, formed by an 1812
earthquake that swept the Mis-
sissippi from its main channel,
is known by various names. To
outsiders it's "New Madrid
(Mad'-rid) Bend," or "Bessie's
Bend," or simply "The Bend."
But to Alfred Stepp and ap-
proximately sixth other resi-
dents it's Kentucky Bend. Call-
ing the horseshoe peninsula that
is their way of reminding them-
selves they are Kentuckians.
The only way in or out of Ken-
tucky Bend, short of a swim
across the river, is down a grav-
el road that at times has been
submerged under flood waters
of the Mississippi. The road
leads into Tennessee, to Tipton-
ville, from where another road
winds back into Fulton County,
Ky., to which the Bend belongs.
"This part of Kentucky is con-
sidered an orphan," Stepp, a
hardy farmer in his 70s and
widely recognized civic leader
in the Bend, says partly in ex-
planation, partly with pride.
Stepp and his wife Adrian
moved into the Bend in 1938.
18 Seats In The State Senate
Are Up For Grabs This Year
NASHVILLE.
een seats in the Tennessee Si'.
ate are up for grabs for four-
year terms this year and there
will be at least 24 new faces
in the 99-member House, the
Legislative Council says.
The Council's unofficial corn.
Pilation of the status of legisla.
tors shows that 20 members of
the legislature, five in the Sen.
ate and 15 in the House are vir-
New Designs
Get Most
Attention
They own atiout 4,000 acres of
the fertile, moist bottomland.
work only 450 or so acres, and
rent the rest to tenant farmers.
The couple, like other farm
families in the Bend, raise
wheat and soybeans for market
in Tennessee, other grains for
li%estock feed. They do their
banking at New Madris, Mo.,
and attend church in Tiptonville.
The only time they come into
contact with other Kentuckians
is at election time, or while
swapping visits, during emer-
gencies, or once every 10 years
when the census people show
up.
"The people living in the Bend
aren't like other people," said
Howell of Nashville, along with
Democrat Ed Blank of Colum.
bia— are among those seeking
election to the Senate this year,
Albright is unopposed In the
Primary to fill the seat left va-
tuaiiy assured of returning to cant when GOP Sen. Lamar
their posts with no one oppos. Baker decided to seek the U.S.
trig them so far in this year's House seat now held by Rep,
elections. William Brock, 12-Tenn., but
Five of the 33 senators have three Democrats are seeking
decided not to run again for the the right to face Baker in the
office and some of the 24 House general election,
dropouts have decided to try for
the Senate. Likewile, Howell is unopposed
Three members of the House In the primary for the seat let
— 
Republican Reps. Ray Albright empty when Lt. Gov. Frank C.
of Chattanooga and Charles Gorrell, D-Nashville, announced
• wreild not run for business
reasons. Two Democrats are
seeking their party's nomination
for Gorrell's seat.
Printing
For Every
Need
Printing done with fresh, new design
ideas can make your brochures and cata-
logues say "Look at me." See us for
creative printing services.
Fulton News
Call 472-1600 — 472-3412
and we'll be right over to
figure the cost with you
Blank, meanwhile, has an ap-
parent open door to the Senate
because of no opposition, ac-
cording to the Legislative Coup-
il's Hat of candidates compiled
after the June 4 qualifying dead-
line. Blank, an administration
floor leader in the House during
the last General Assembly, ap-
parently will get the seat given
up by Veteran Sen. Joe Kelly of
Lynnvilla.
Kelley, a veteran of 16 years
in the Legislature, was an ef-
fective Democrat leader in the
Senate and held several key
committee posts, among them
chairmanships of the Calendar
and State and LOocal Govern.
ment Committees.
Members of both parties are
likely to be scrambling for lead-
ership voids in the House. Speak.
er William Jenkins of Rogers-
ville, a Republican, is running
for governor
' 
and Reps. Der.
ward Trent of Morristown, chain
man of the Calendar Commit.
tee, and GOP floor leader Tom
Avery of Memphis are working
in his campaign,
share of their present stock,
while Plough shareholders would
get 1.3 shares of the new stock
for each present share they
own.
Schertng is a large manufac-
turer of prescription drugs,
Plough manufacturers drugs
and home products under such
names as St. Joseph Aspirin,
• Maybelline, Coppertone
and QT.
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ONE
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INFLUENTIAL
WOMEN
IN
AMERICA
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She's Ann Landers, chosen in a poll by-
United Press International, one of the
world's two leading news services. Her
advice to GI's and grandmothers alike
has won her a world-wide following. So
join the crowd.
She's in
THE NEWS Every Weekl
Mrs. Damon Workman of Hick-
man in Fulton County. who
helped with the census-taking
this year. -They're different.
They don't say much, especiall
to outsiders."
She was paired with a former
resident of the Bend area to
ease the not-so-simple task of
compiling what some Bend res-
idents feel is privileged infor-
mation.
"Some of the people are fish-
ermen, some tenant farmers.
and others are landowners,"
Mrs. Workman said.
"There is a sharp contrast be-
tween the Bend's very rich and
very poor."
"There are 23 homes in the
Bend. and some of the tenants'
hcmes have no electrical pow-
er." she said.
Stepp doesn't think conditions
in the Bend are as bleak as out-
siders say. however.
"Conditions have changed in
the past few years," he says.
"Things used to be rough, but
you know, you get used to those
things. If you heave to live with
the devil, you just learn to adapt
and make the best of things."
The things that required
adaptation were many. Not too
long ago, before levees were
piled up, the river annually lei.
its banks to encroach on the ex-
panses of grain and soybean
fields.
PERMANENT PRESS
GREAT NEW LOOKS — SMART NEW COLORS
BOYS' SIZES 4-18
GREAT COLORS
FANTASTIC BUY!
No-Iron sport shirts styled with
long sleeves, regular or button-
down collars and long tails. In
a superb selection of plaids,
solids and stripes in new fall
colors including deep tones.
GREAT
BUY
AT THIS
LOW PRICE
MEN'S SIZES S-M-L-XL
FINE FABRICS
FABULOUS VALUE!
Casual, colorful long sleeve sport shirts
tailored of No-Iron fabrics with regular
or button-down collars, one or two button
cuffs. Plaids, stripes, solid colors.
BOYS' and GIRLS'
KNIT SHIRTS
DOZENS OF STYLES
100% COTTON
You'll have to see these to
believe the values...long or
short sleeve knits in a bevy
of styles. Stripes and solids.
BY FAMOUS
MAKER
•
COMPARE
Na. 349
SIZES 2-6X
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KENTUCKY'S ORPHAN—At the junction of Kentucky, Ten-
nessee and Missouri is an isolated section of Kentucky cut
off from the rest of the state by the Mississippi River. It's
known to its some 60 resident as Kentucky Bend. The only
entrance to Kentucky Bend, part of Fulton County, is through
Tennessee and its only road is a gravel stretch of Kentucky
313.
* SLIGHT
* IRREGULARS
* • DELUXE QUALITY *
* Huge choice of patterns and ** colors. Unbelievable savings! *
* *
VALUES *
* 
to 
*
* 600E..
I* if
** PERFECT
* *
* *11* FOR *
* *
*
*******************
fi
II • •
!
• ritef..1.4f
WOMEN'S SIZES: 4-10
LOAFERS
LATEST BOLD STYLES
Penny, Italian, Kilty styles. Hardware looks.
Buckles, tassels. Antiqued colors.
GREAT
BUY
AT THIS
LOW PRICE
•
LOOK
HOW YOU
SAVE!
HIRSCH'S
REG. $7.00
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is through
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P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!
BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
CORDUROY COATS
100% Laminated cotton with quilted rayon
lining; straight or belted styles; finger-tip
length sleeves. Wonderfully warm without
weight. Single or double-breasted.
Brown, Antelope, Gold.
Ladies sizes 10-18
FABULOUS VALUE
3-IN-1 COATS
Fake-fur-trimmed dress coat of laminated
cotton corduroy; quilted zip-in reversible
jacket. It's a Coat ! It's a Jacket ! It's a
coat with jacket lining !
GIRLS DRESSES
Huge selection of Jumpers, A-lines, Shirt
dresses. Smart, no-iron fabrics in prints,
checks, solids.
Others $3 to $7.50
BOYS' WESTERN
BLUE JEANS
13 314-0Z. COTTON DENIM
SANFORIZED
Our regular $1.99 sanforized
blue denim jeans. Rugged.
Proportioned fit.
Reg. 6-16 Slim 6-12 Reg. $1.99
3 For $5.00
REG. WOO
GIRLS' AND BOYS'
?OPT PETS'
Shoes That Pass Every Test
Durable P. V. C. Soles
Girls' Wes 4-8 81/2-3
Boys' Sires 5-8 81/2-3
.61
3-Pc. Luggage Sets
Vanity-21•Inch Week-
ender-24-1n. Pullman
Strong--Reautiful—Durabls
REG. $16.00
"Jetrail" Model In Blue or
Avocado
STRETCH DENIM
SLACKS
15% NYLON-25% COTTON
STRAIGHT LEG STYLING
SLIGHT IRREGULARS
PERMANENT PRESS
LADIES SIZES 8-18
COMPARE AT $4-00
EASY
CREDIT
TERMS
Others $4 to $9
Lady Sunbeam
HAIR DRYER
Professional Results
Exclusive Air-Light Bonnett
$14.88
Portable — Hat-Box Case
4 POSITION CONTROL
100% Cotton Terry
BATH TOWELS
Prints — Jacquards — Solids
Jumbo Size
IF PERFECT $2.50
Slight Irregulars
NON
-ALLERGIC
BED PILLOWS
Dacron (r) Polyester
Or Foam Rubber
REG. $3.50
STAMPED
PILLOW CASES
Hemstitched
Regular $1.39 Pair
PAIR NOW ONLY
Sure Fit Upholstery
THROWS
FOAM-BACK ED
Washable— No Ironing Ever
REG. $3 72" x 60" SIZE
2 For $5.00
MEN'S SLACKS
Permanent press; all the latest styles.
Flared pants, casual slacks, dress-up
jeans, Western jeans; never need ironing
NO-IRON
SPORTS STYLES
Men's S-M-L-XL Boys sizes 4-18
Permanent press Never-iron
$2.99 $1.99
BOY'S KNIT SHIRTS
Crew or collar styles
Short sleeves; sizes 4-18
2 FOR $3
BOY'S SLACKS
BOY'S SWEATERS
Cardigans, sizes 8-16
Slipovers, sizes 6-12
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WELL DRESSED 4-HERS — Five young lad-
ies walked away with first place honors
do, ing the recent County 4-H Dress Revue.
Taking the top awards were: From left,
Gwen Browder, junior apron; Patty Parrish,
senior sports outfit and best dress; Debbie
YOUNG DRESSMAKERS — Running the first
place girls a close race in the recent
Junior 4-H Dress Review were: From left,
Melinda Barber, third place in the apron
contest; Karen McWherter, third in the
sehool dress division; Janeese Holman,
13E141OR SEAMSTRESSES — Other winners
In the senior division of the 4-H Dress Re-
view were: From left, Jan Clement, second
In the school and party dress divisions and
third In the best dress contest; Debbie Bar-
ber, second in the best dress and third in
Barber, senior party dress; Mary Jane Can-
non, senior school dress; and Robin Milner,
junior sports outfit and junior school dress.
Miss Parrish won the overall award for her
best dress entry.
second with her sports outfit; Debbie Cruce,
third with her sports outfit; Robin Milner,
second in the apron division and Gwen
Browder, second in the school dress di-
vision.
the school dress division: Patty Parrish,
third in the senior party dress division:
Susan Martin, third in the sports outfit
and Mary Jane Cannon (seated), second in
the sports outfit division.
for tne submission of their
Navy's Scholarship
The 25th annual national com-
petition for the Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps
(NROTC) College Scholarship
Program is in progress accord-
ing to Navy officials.
Eligible high school students
and graduates should have their
applications submitted before
Dec.Each applicant must apply
for and take either the Scholas-
tic 1.pg tude IPSt_(SAT) 
_or the
American College Test (ACT) at
their own expense prior to Dec.
31.
Applicants must arrange with
the appropriate testing agency
scores to the NROTC College
Scholarship Program.
Each applicant is required to
apply for the NROTC College
Scholarship Program between
now and December 1 In accord-
ance with the 1971 Bulletin of
, Information.
Application forms are avail-
able from high school counsel-
ors. local Navy or Marine Corps
recruiting stations, or from the
Chief of Naval Personnel (Pers-
B6411), Dept. of Navy, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20370.
CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes
Offset l'rinter to Operate
small "ant print shop
qualified rate is $3.06 per hour-
Apply personnel department,
Ferry-Morse Seed Company,
Fulton, Kentucky.
WAITRESS WANTED: Must
be c%er 21 years old; some ex-
perience in restaurant and
lounge service. Apply
RAY HUNTER phone 479.9082.
WANTED: Have buyer for
two old upright pianos that can
he tuned to full pitch. Appear-
ance is not important. Contact
Paul Westpheling at The Ful-
ton News Office, 209 Commer-
cial Ave. Phone 472-1600.
RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at(-Try SUPER DRUG 40£1 bake
St. Fulton. ky.
MAN OR WOMAN. Supply
families with Rawleigh Pro-
ducts. Earn $60 weekly pirt
time—more full time. No in-
vestment. Contact Milton Bab-
cock. Rawleigh, Freeport, Ill.
Phone 815-232-4161.
SEMI DRIVERS NEEDED
Train NOW to drive semi
trucks, local and over Use road.
You can earn over $4.00 per
hour, after short training. No
experience necessary. For in-
terview and application, call
515-242-3439, or write Safety
Dept., United Systems, Inc.,
Terminal Bldg., 404 Arlington
Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee,
37210.
Mayfield City
Schools To
Open Aug. 24
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
J. C. Maddox, superintendent of
Mayfield city schools, today an-
nounced the following schedule
for the coming year.
All students In the city will
enroll Monday morning, August
24, at their respective schools
at 8 a.m. The first full day of
school for all students will be
Tuesday. Aug. 25.
The final day of school for all
students will be May 26, with
May 27 being a professional day
for all teachers.
Hickman School
Opening Date
August 24
CLINTON, Ky., Hick-
man County public schools will
open Monday, Aug. 24, following
in-service training for teachers,
beginning Aug. 21 at the Hick-
man County High School.
The school calendar includes
the following holidays:
Monday, Sept. 7, Labor Day;
Friday, Oct. 9, First District
Education Association meeting
at Murray State University;
Thursday and Friday, Nov. 26
and 27, Thanksgiving; and
Christmas and New Year's holi-
days will begin Christmas Eve
and continue through Jan. 3.
School will also be dismissed
Feb. 26 during an in-service
program for teachers, with April
14, 15 and 16 also designated as
holidays during the Kentucky
Education Association meeting
in Louisville.
May 18 will be the last day for
students to attend classes with
May 19 set aside as a teachers'
work day with classes dismissed
and schools closed.
Navy Gunnery Isle
To Become A Refuge
BOSTON—A national wildlife
refuge will be established on
620-acre Nomans Land Island
off Martha's Vineyard, Massa-
chusetts. The Navy maintains
the island for a gunnery range,
but the area has value for mi-
gratnry birds.
i .
WANTED!
Cara With Square Thee
'. 't )) . 
'I
I
ITIRRES TRUER') I
I Whdela Balanced I
1 1 
WHEELS ALIGNED(
City Tire Co.
tot w. State Line
B. Fulton — Pb. 4714741:
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"SWING INTO THE '70's" JOIN THE SAVINGS PARADE!
E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET
--N 
JAM•PAcKED with -z•
MONEY'SAVERSILOOK TO THE TAPE for its the CASH REGISTER TAPE that tells you the HAPPY STORY OF MAXI-SAVINGS . . Yes. it's THE TOTAL THAT TELLSTHE TAIL MAXI-SAVINGS has come to THIS AREA and the whole town's talking about the sparkling-new PRICING PLAN adopted by E. W. JAMES it SONSSupermarket whereby NEW, LOW, LOW PRCES have been placed in effect throughout every department. MAXI
-SAVINGS. The cash register tape tells youthe hope- st^-v .
I If(i.,'TN
Fit EN( :1 1 HMI)
POTATOES
5 lb. =.90
Bag /
SOUTHERN BELLE STICK
OLEO 5 Lbs. $1.00
FROZEN 8 oz.
MEAT PIES
CHICKEN, TURKEY, BEEF5 For 139t
JACK
MACKERAL 4 Cans $1.00
I IICIEN 211
Cut Corn, Geen Peas
Peas & Carrots, Yams
3 Bags
TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S
U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
FRYERS
With Other 23
Purchases
lb.
Whole
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
U S CHOICE
RIB STEAKS
lb" 99C
FRYER - HALVES Lb. 29c
FRYER - QUARTERS   Lb. 29c
ROASTING - CHICKENS 
 
 Lb. 33c
BREAST Lb. 59c
LEGS & THIGHS Lb. 49c
WINGS Lb. 33c
BACKS Lb. 19(.
LEGS Lb. 59c
THIGHS Lb. 49c
NECKS Lb. 10c
REELFOOT LAKE Half Or Whole Stick
I ItO N
DINNERS
Box 394
OLD JUDGE
BOLOGNA 
 
Lb. 39c COFFEE 
 
Lb. 79c
U. S. CHOICE
CLUB STEAK Lb. $1.19
BOSTON BUTTS Lb. 59c
PORK STEAKS  Lb. 79c
QUARTER LOIN Lb. 89c
PORK NECK BONES Lb. 29cOT
SMOKED PICNICS
Whole 494 lb.
REELFOOT CORN VALLEY
PORK SAUSAGE
2 lbs. 994
REELFOOT
HOT DOGS 2 Lbs. $1.19 Pork Brains n3.494
BEEF
ICE MILK 1/2 Gallon 
 
45c LIVER Lb 59c
DANISH CHAMP
SANDWICH LOAF
car, 394
FIESTIA OR PARK LANE
ICE CREAM 1/2 Gallon 59c
HART'S
CORN
8 oz. Cc
Can
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD DRESSING Quart _ _ _ 59c
FOLCER'S
COFFEE
lb. 89c
HYDE PARK
BREAD 20-oz. Loaf _ _ 3 For 89c
Without Coupon Gins Size C9r.
LUX LIQUID
16"h Dermasil
GIANT 72 os SIZE
Wth This Coupon29c
Limit 1 coupon per bottle purchased
Redeemable only ef E. hY James IL Sons
Expires Aug. 13, 1910 South Fulton, Tenn
Stew Beef lb. 79t
PORK
LIVER 
 
Lb. 49c
**WITH THIS COUPON**
Reg. or King Size
COKES& (Cartons
Ret
Size
E SI And additional $5.00 purchase,excluding milk & tobacco products.•LIMIT I COUPON PER FAMILY•
L& M
PEANUT BUTTER 3 Lb. 99c
Pork Cutlets lb. 89
**WITH THIS COUPON**
SOUTHERN BELLE -STICK-
OLEO 5 lb_ •
And additional MOO purchase, excluding milk and
& tobacco products.
*LIMIT I COUPON PER FAMILY•
101-ca.
ALTON VINEGAR 39c
LIGHT CRUST
PANCAKE MIX Z Lb. 25c
HYDE PARK
VEGETABLE OIL 48-oz. 97c
PINESOL 55c
KRAFT
GRAPE JELLY 18-oz. 3 For $1.00
FINE FRESH SHELLED
Cooking Purple Hull
LEVatAPP .590
 PEAS 
**FRESHEST PRODUCE IN TOWN**Red Jumbo10 rill,POTATOESIbsaTY CELERY
lb. G9
20 oz.! 9
 t
Size
Fancy Sweet Yellow
CORN Doz. 90 UNTAlciii 89c
It Takes A $10.00 Purchase To Get Both $5.00 Purchases Listed In Ad!psi,
"31E
 
/AMR Gs
r "SMIrENNIARKET(IN
FRO7EN
PIE SHELLS
PKGS OF 2 dgi,
3 Pkgs. 4.1.
KRISP N-FRESH
POTATO CHIPS 
 
9 1/2-oz. 49c
KITCHEN - KRAFT - FRESH
PURPLE - HULL, BLACKEYE • FIELD
PEAS
15 0z 7en
 
,00aSize
s $1
CHASE and SANBORN
COFFEE 10-oz. 
 $1.09
VIENN Gu AUSAGE
El t 
oz. Can
For
MERIT
CRACKERS Lb. 25c
PRIDE OF ILL.
CREAM STYT F CORN
,,6_07.
Cans 
$1
303 SIZE
ROBIN HOOD
FLOUR 5 Lb. 59c
REELFOOT
LARD
41b.69I anion (
BUNTE
ORANGE SLICES 14-oz. 
 19c(01 PON
DRIVE DRIVE
GIANT 3 I ot 5,zt•2
for99twi„,thiscoupon
cc,,uon net
14,1, 'bit:. cult 3t E W J
Auq. 13, 19/0 South 1",.Iton Tenn
